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   Perfumes should actually come
with cancer warnings right on the
bottle.
  Fragrance chemicals are found in
laundry detergent, dryer sheets,
shampoo, skin creams, perfumes
and hundreds of other household
products.
   Most of these chemicals are car-
cinogens that have never been
safety tested.
  Chemicals that you put on your
skin go right through your skin
and into your bloodstream.
  And those you sniff up your nose
cause damage to your brain and
bloodstream even quicker.
  If you wish to avoid liver disease
and cancer get rid of all the artifi-
cial fragrance chemicals in your
home.
   Use natural air fresheners, like
apples, cinnamon, lemon, etc.

Perfumes full of Cancer
Causing Chemicals

  Within a couple of decades hun-
dreds of millions of people won’t
have enough water,  and tens of
millions of others will be flooded
out of their homes each year as the
Earth reels from rising tempera-
tures and sea levels. At the same
time, Tropical diseases like ma-
laria will spread, and by 2080, hun-
dreds of millions of people could
face starvation, according to a re-
port written and reviewed by more
than 1,000 scientists from 40  coun-
tries, and presented by the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC).
   The IPCC  assesses the current
scientific knowledge of the natu-
ral and human drivers of climate
change, observes changes in cli-
mate, the ability of science to at-
tribute changes to different
causes, and projections for future
climate change, then regularly
updates government officials,
where the information is ed-
ited by government officials. and
then passed on to the press,
who informs the general pub-
lic.
   The report says North America
“has already experienced substan-
tial ecosystem, social and cultural
disruption from recent climate ex-
tremes,” such as hurricanes and
wildfires.
But that the present is nothing
compared to the future.
Global warming soon will “affect
everyone’s life.
One of the co-authors of the report,

More than a Thousand Scientist from 40
different Countries around the world agree
that the Judgement of Allah is Here!

reportedly said, “We truly are
standing at the edge of mass ex-
tinction”.
The Scientist predict that by 2030
Malaria and dengue fever, as well
as illnesses from eating contami-
nated shellfish, are likely to grow.
_Smog in U.S. cities will worsen
and “ozone-related deaths from
climate (will) increase by approxi-
mately 4.5 percent.
  The biggest damage is likely to
come in ocean and coastal ecosys-
tems, water resources and coastal
settlements. are likely to occur.”
   The report concluded that scien-
tists are 90 percent certain that
people are the cause of global
warming and that warming will
continue.
  Messenger Elijah Muhammad
taught for over 44  years that
America is the symbolic “The
Lake of Fire”.

Why Are We Giving Vaccine
at Birth to Helpless Infants?

Chemical Warfare Being Used  By
US Government here in America
NEW YORK--There is a sinister
plot by Searle Pharmaceuticals,
Monsanto Corporation and the
United States government to un-
leash a very dangerous addictive
drug on the world's population
which causes symptoms as mild
as migraine headaches to symp-
toms as serious as seizures, can-
cer, blindness, Alzheimers and
death.
   The food additive, aspartame,
more widely known as Nutrasweet
and MSG  is regarded by some of
the most capable scientist in the
country as “sweet poison”.
 In 1991, the National Institute of
Health--a branch of the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Ser-
vices--published Adverse Effects
of Aspartame, listing the develop-
ment of brain lesions, headaches,
mood alterations, skin polyps,

blindness, brain tumors, insomnia
and depression, among approxi-
mately 167 reasons to avoid the
substance.
  In the late 1960s , The U.S. Penta-
gon listed Aspartame  in an inven-
tory of prospective biochemical-
warfare weapons submitted to
Congress.
   G.D. Searle--the pharmaceutical
firm that manufactures everything
from prescription drugs to nuclear-
imaging optical equipment-- dis-
covered aspartame in 1966, while
trying to develope new pesticides
and ulcer drugs. One scientist
tasted it and found it was ex-
tremely sweet and decided to mar-
ket it as a food additive instead.
   Aspartame found early opposi-
tion in consumer attorney James
Turner, author of  The Chemical
Feast. At his own expense, Turner

along with Dr. John Olney, profes-
sor of neuropathology and psy-
chiatry at the Washington School
of Medicine in St. louis, Missouri,
fought FDA approval of the sweet-
ener for ten years,  when clinical
tests indicated that aspartame,
combined with monosodium
glutamate (MSG)--a common sea-
soning--increased the likelihood
of certain forms of brain damage
occurring in children.
   For nearly 20 years the FDA
would not approve aspartame as a
food additive.  As far back as March
1976, an FDA task force brought
into question all of G.D. Searle's
aspartame-testing procedures con-
ducted between 1967 and 1975.
The final FDA report noted faulty
and fraudulent product testing,
knowingly misrepresented find-
ings .
   In the late 1970’s Searle com-
pany officials turned to longtime
Washington politician Donald
Rumsfeld, a former Nixon Admin-
istration operative,  and Secretary
of Defense for President Ford, elect-
ing him the chairman of  the Searle
organization.
   Six months after Rumsfeld's ap-
pointment as chairman, The Wall
Street Journal reported, Rumsfeld
"has been mending fences with the
FDA by personally asking top
agency off icials what Searle
should do to straighten out its
reputation [regarding falsifying
and withholding aspartame test
data].”
   By November of 1984, the CDC
announced that no "serious, wide-
spread" side effects of aspartame
had been found. It was "unlikely,"
said CDC officials, that "complain-
ers" could establish a link between
NutraSweet and their maladies. The

Continued on page 12

Hepatitis B is a rare, mainly
blood-transmitted  disease that
primarily affects the liver and can
progress into a chronic infection
that can result in cirrhosis that may
lead to liver cancer.
 Hepatitis B is largely transmitted
through  exposure to bodily flu-
ids containing the virus.
 There are only a few ways that you
can get this infection:
Unprotected sexual contact
Blood transfusions
Reuse of contaminated needles
and syringes
Vertical transmission from mother
to child
Every single one of these risk fac-
tors is easily preventable without
the use of vaccines. However
five years ago the US government
made the outrageous and inexcus-
able recommendation to have all
infants immunized with hepatitis
B vaccine.
The only possible justification is
to prevent the transmission from
an infected mother to her child but
this is FAR easier and less expen-
sive to do by screening mothers
and giving those at risk the vac-
cine. We screen all mothers already
for a variety of conditions, why
can’t we add another one?
   Instead of using common sense
we are mandating this vaccine to

ALL children. In the hope that
when they get older and actually
have the opportunity to engage in
risky behaviors that they will be
protected.
   Well guess what? In over half the
kids the immune protection lasts
less than seven years which is well
before these kids will need any
possible benefits of the vaccine.
   Aside from the question of
whether or not it is appropriate to
give infants this vaccine, today,
over 8 years after federal agencies
advised vaccine manufacturers to
remove mercury from their vac-
cines, some still contain them.
   Even if a child does become in-
fected with hepatitis B what is the
problem? Just how serious is it?
Will they die just as surely as if
they came down with pancreatic
cancer? Hardly.
The numbers speak for them-
selves. Only one in 100 who get
this infection will run the risk of
ANY serious illness.
   So just how serious is an infec-
tion with Hepatitis B?
Please remember Hepatitis B is a
rare, mainly blood-transmitted dis-
ease. Far less than 100 children
under the age of 1 become in-
fected with hepatitis B.
   Since there are about 4 million
children born in the US every year

this works out to about one child
in every 200 births that develop
hepatitis B. This number is actu-
ally far lower as only 1% of these
children develop serious compli-
cations or about 4 or 5 kids.
   The Vaccine Adverse Event Re-
porting System (VAERS) reported
over 2,000 total reports of adverse
reactions from hepatitis B vaccine
in the 0-1 age group, with over 50
deaths reported.
   Here is the kicker, it is well rec-
ognized that this is only about
10% of the actual cases. So if you
multiply this by 10 you have
20,000 injured infants from the
vaccine.
   So as a result of all these immu-
nizations physicians are harming
20,000 infants to protect 5 from
serious problems.
Why Is This Being Done??
Simple answer - Money and Greed.
Merck is the company that makes
the hepatitis B vaccine. Remem-
ber Merck? They are the ones that
are defending thousands of law-
suits for killing over 60,000
people for Vioxx.
    They are earning a cool $1 bil-
lion dollars per year from selling
this vaccine.
 Guess you have to pay those
Vioxx lawsuits some way.
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VIRGINIA--The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, last and greatest
Messenger of Allah said “A
characteristic of the devil is that
he sows his evil seeds among such
people who believe in him (not
in Allah) and then shrinks back as
though he has not done anything.
Then he (the devil) delights in
watching the growth of his evil
seeds.”  These truthful words were
spoken by the Messenger in The
Supreme Wisdom, Volume Two.
   All of us see these “evil deeds”
that the devil has placed and
whispered among our people.
   On one extreme we have the
problem of guns and drugs, sold
and used, in every Black
community in America.  We know
that we have no control over the
growth, shipment, financing or
distribution of guns and drugs in
America.
   Everyone knows, including the
whiteman’s government, that it is
white men who are guaranteeing
and allowing this filth to infiltrate
our neighborhoods, our women,
our men and our children – to
destroy them.
   Without the teachings of the
Messenger, there is very little that
can be done about this type of
virus infecting our people.  This
is an actual fact.
   However, there are some things
that we can do to make life better
for us here in America.
    To begin with, the devil didn’t
teach us to love and respect
anyone but him.  So it’s extremely
difficult for us to be vigilant and
remember that the devils have
planted seeds of self-hatred in us,
and disrespect for our own kind.
   He taught us to practice
discrimination – against each
other.  It’s rare to see a Black person
being unfriendly or disrespectful
towards a white person – in a store,
on the train, in a restaurant, at the
bus stop, in the mall, or other
locations.
  In fact, many of our people go
out of their way to be extra “nice”
or pleasant to whites whom they
encounter daily in life situations.
  I have noticed in several
supermarkets/grocery stores
around the country that Black
cashiers seem to be nicer and have
more patience with their white
customers than with their Black

ones.  They answer questions
pleasantly, offer solutions to
problems and inform them of
special sales or deals, without
being asked.  They offer other
helpful services and assistance
and make eye contact.
    On the other hand, when these
same cashiers are dealing with a
Black customer; everything
changes.  They  become abrupt,
do not even look at them, make
several signs of impatience and
tend to rush through the
transaction trying to get rid of the
Blacks as quickly as possible.
   We treat each other as if we are
unimportant and insignificant.
Dissed and dismissed.
   This disrespect towards ones own
kind is also seen at customer
service counters, in restaurants, or
during any face-to-face service
oriented interaction.
   This personalized disrespect
tends to go unnoticed unless one
of us takes issue, gets offended,
and complains – then we are
further treated as if we are the
“problem,” and our  dissatisfaction
unfounded.
   This is also practiced by Blacks
who are in management or
supervisory positions on the
devil’s jobs.  Black managers work
hard to constantly prove to their
white bosses that they are
essentially “race neutral” and that
the color of a person’s skin,
especially Black skin like theirs,
has no special value.  In fact, they
treat us worst than they treat white
underlings.
   All of this is a hold-over
behavior from slavery.  It was
during slavery that the white
slavemasters set up a reward
system based on who showed him
the most allegiance and loyalty.
   Unfortunately we don’t realize
that we still work under these
directions today, down to modern
times.  It happens inside of our
head, unconsciously.
   Self-hate is not just something
that one does to oneself, like take
drugs, or sells drugs to other Black
people, or shoots or kills other
Blacks.
   Self-hate is not just mutilation
of one’s own body by cutting or
getting tattoos or body piercing.
    Self-hatred is also expressed by
the intentional insulting or
disregarding of another person
because they look just like you.

   The perpetration of these self-
hate expressions against each
other must stop.
   We ought to stop being so hard
on each other in public and in
private.
   We should give each other a little
hand-up whenever possible.  It’s
good to get into the practice of
honoring each other in small ways
so we can learn to respect and
honor each other in larger ones.
    There is nothing wrong in
treating our own kind better than
how we treat everyone else.
    Watch the devil, he always
treats his own kind better than he
treats us – both stranger and
friend.  The Messenger said
“Respect self and kind.”  Another
lesson many of us haven’t learned
yet.  As-salaam-alaikum.

EVIL SEEDS AND DEEDS
PRACTICED DAILY AGAINST OUR OWN KIND

By
Sister Lucy 2X FIRST Emergency

The Emergency Number worldwide for Mobile is 112.
If you find yourself out of  the coverage area of your
mobile network and there is an emergency, dial 112
and the mobile will search any existing network to
establish the emergency number for you, and
interestingly this number 112 can be dialed even if the
keypad is locked. Try it out.

SECOND Have you locked your keys in the car?

Does your car have remote keyless entry?  If you lock your
keys in the car and the spare keys are at home, call someone at
home  on their cell phone from yourcell phone. Hold  your cell
phone about a foot from your car door and  have the person at
your home press the unlock  button, holding it near the
mobilephone on
their  end. Your car will unlock. Saves someone from having  to
drive
your keys to you. Distance is no object.  You could be hundreds
of miles away, and if you  can reach someone who has the other
“remote” for  your car, you can  unlock the doors (or the
trunk).

THIRD Hidden Battery Power

Imagine your cell battery is  very low. To activate, press the
keys *3370#
 Your cell  will restart with this reserve and the instrument will
show a 50% increase in battery. This reserve will get  charged
when you charge your cell next time.

FOURTH Disable a STOLEN mobile phone?

To  check your Mobile phone’s serial number, key in the
following
digits on your phone: * # 0 6 #
A 15 digit  code will appear on the screen. This number is
unique to  your handset. Write it down and keep it somewhere
safe.  When your phone get stolen,  you can phone your service
provider and give them this code. They will then be  able  to
block your handset so even if the thief changes the  SIM card,
your phone will be totally useless. You  probably won’t get your
phone back, but at  least you  know that whoever stole it can’t
use/sell it  either. If everybody
does this, there would be no point  in people stealing mobile
phones.
And Finally....

FIFTH Free Directory Service for Cells

Cell phone companies are charging us $1.00 to $1.75 or more
for 411
information calls when they don’t have to. Most of us do not
carry a
telephone directory in our vehicle, which makes this situation
even more of aproblem. When you need to use the 411
information option, simply dial: (800) FREE 411, or (800) 373-
3411 without incurring any charge at all.  Program this into
your cell
phone now.

Five Things Your
CELL PHONE COULD DO

Information Submitted By Brother Rafeq Muhsin of Houston, Texas

   Sixty per cent of rapists were
raised in fatherless homes .
   The absence of a biological fa-
ther increases, by 900%, a daugh-
ters vulnerability to rape and
sexual abuse (often these assaults
are committed by stepfathers or
the boyfriends of custodial moth-
ers).
   Compared to girls raised in
homes where both parents are
present the daughters of single
parents are 164% more likely to
become pregnant before marriage,
53% more likely to marry as teen-
agers, and 92% more likely to dis-
solve their own marriages.
  Fatherless children are twice as
likely to drop out of school as their
classmates who live with two par-
ents
   Seventy-two percent of all teen-
age-aged murderers grew up with-
out fathers .
   Of the kids, now incarcerated in
juvenile corrections facilities,
70%  grew up in a single-parent
environment.
  Eighty percent  of the adolescents
in psychiatric hospitals come from
fatherless homes .
  Three  of four  teen suicides oc-
cur in single-parent families .
*facts compiled by the national
fatherhood initiative—book: fa-
thers rights, by Jeffrey Leving .

Black Men
Needed in
Black Families
Submitted by Jabari Shabazz
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By Sister Sophia Muhammad

WWWWWOMAN IN ISLAMOMAN IN ISLAMOMAN IN ISLAMOMAN IN ISLAMOMAN IN ISLAM

Sister Sophia Muhammad

 ‘Essence is the
attribute (or set of
attributes) that
make an object or
substance what it
fundamentally is’

In the name of Allah who came in
the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad. I forever bear witness
there is no God but He and the
Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad is his last and great-
est Apostle.
As-Salaam-Alaikum,
In philosophy, "essence" is the at-
tribute (or set of attributes) that
make an object or substance what
it fundamentally is. “Essence” is
defined as the follows: “the indi-
vidual, real, or ultimate nature of
a thing especially as opposed to
its existence”/ “the properties or
attributes by means of which
something can be placed in its
proper class or identified as be-
ing what it is.”
   So when we say the Essence of
Woman, we are referring to some-
thing that’s not accidental, the
“real”, the “ultimate nature”,
which defines her for who she is.
The very reason she exists and the
very purpose for which she was
created. To act in harmony to her
essence or nature brings her hap-
piness and contentment. To act
contrary to her nature, brings
about spiritual and often times
physical death.
    Her nature, though she may live
contrary to it, cannot be changed.

The very nature of the female is to
be a consoler, a teacher, a nurturer
to her husband and her family. She
was created as a support and com-
fort center for you, black brother.
She was created to please you and
to support you in any way that she
is able.  As Messenger Elijah
Muhammad said, “She is your
heaven”. This is her very nature;
she cannot escape that even in her
dead state. She’s is to be to you as
a sweet, innocent little girl who is
so gentle and so kind that you
would kill anyone before you will
let your heaven be destroyed.
   What is in the woman, that you
have to safeguard and protect, al-
most locking her away from the
negative impacts of this devil
(white man’s) world? Why is the
sister’s class named MGT (Mus-
lim Girls Training)? The class is
designed to bring us back into our
nature, that essence in which the
Original God Brother made us. To
bring back that “girlish” inno-
cence that was once there.
    Notice the innocence and sweet-
ness of a little girl, especially
when dealing with her father. It’s
so pure, so innocent, she admires,
respects, loves and trust that man
and will do anything he asks of
her and anything in her power to
comfort and console him.
   The “girl” in Muslim Girls
Training is not referring to some-
one who is not yet developed as I
have been hearing. It’s referring to
that innocence and purity of a girl
who is untouched by evil and
negativity. This is the way the
MGT is supposed to be toward
Master Fard Muhammad, their fa-
ther and their husbands if they are
of those who submit to The Sav-
iour.
   When I say “little girl” I mean
that she is so untouched by the
evil of this world that she sees you
as you are supposed to be: her pro-
tector, her maintainer, someone
who would never hurt her, some-

one she worships and loves un-
conditionally, someone she knows
would die to protect her and keep
her safe.
    The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad gave us the Restric-
tive Laws and he set up for us a
Courtship procedure by which we
are to follow (still today). Why?
Because we have lost the knowl-
edge of ourselves and are living
beast lives. We are living as sav-
ages. This is not how highly civi-
lized people live.
   The woman is protected in
highly civilized societies and
there is a strict penalty for forni-
cation and adultery in highly civi-
lized societies. But in the hells of
North America, you are free to
break all of the Laws of Righ-
teousness and think there is no
penalty to pay for it.
    I can recall growing up and
complaining that my brother got
to do whatever he wanted but I
couldn’t. I didn’t understand why
I was kept under lock and key but
my brother was able to do as he
pleased. Someone had to know
where I was at all times and I was
never allowed to be on the street
after dark unless it was for school
or work.
   If I was at a friend’s house, ev-
erything was known about that
friend’s family and history (I was
surprised my folks didn’t ask for
blood type and social security
numbers). The point is, I was very,
very guarded as a female and was
raised very differently from my
brother.
    I mumbled under my breath “I
can’t wait to grow up so I can do
what I want and go where I want”
I did not understand that my
guardians were actually safe-
guarding that very essence in
which the woman/female was cre-
ated. I’m not sure even they un-
derstood it in totality, but they
were repeating what they learned
from their parents and they are
from what we call, “the old school

“ and we know people from the
“old school” didn’t play around.
   In the “old school”, sisters were
chaperoned. Fathers and brothers
would actually threaten any po-
tential suitor with bodily harm if
his daughter and or sister were de-
filed in any way. If a male mem-
ber of her family didn’t escort a
sister to a function, then she
couldn’t go. If daddy said no, then
it was no! No questions, no lip, no
back-talk.
  As an adult who has been exposed
to the Teachings of the Most Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad, I now
realize that what I thought was my
prison as a girl and a teenager, was
actually my saving grace.
   It wasn’t until I got my wish and
was released out into the world
that I realized that I was actually
protected from so many things
that my peers, living on the same
street, going to the same school
had experienced. Most of them
were destroyed as girls because
they were not protected and al-
lowed to do as they pleased, so by
the time they became adults, they
weren’t good for themselves let
alone anyone else. That essence
had been tampered with.
   What happens to a woman who

have been raped, taken-off by
members of her family who are
supposed to protect her, used and
mistreated by the devil, used by
her own man? She becomes dam-
aged and  if it happens enough,
she becomes destroyed.
   And you can see the damage
generation, after generation. Be-
cause if she is destroyed,  your fu-
ture generations be destroyed.
When you teach a woman, you
teach a civilization, and it’s the
same in reverse, when you destroy
a woman, you destroy a civiliza-
tion.
   Without your woman brother,
you can’t have heaven. She is
your heaven. Yes, I hear some of
you saying, “Yeah, she can be my
hell too.” Yes, but only if you al-
low her to be.   With you lies the
power of rulership and with that
rulership comes that responsibil-
ity. You have failed in your respon-
sibility when it comes to protect-
ing your woman.
   Brothers, when you say that you
are followers of the Most Honor-
able Elijah Muhammad and then
you meet a sister, respect her and

Continued on page10
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Words of Messenger Elijah Muhammad - How To Eat To Live Book 2, Page 75
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www.muhammadspeaks.com
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Summer SpecialsSALE
Muhammad Speaks Store

An Original By
Zakiyah
Adult 3-piece Garment

$60.00 An Original
By Zakiyah
Little Sisters
 3-piece Garment

$40.00

Spring
Colors

and
 Fabrics

Now
Available!

Sister Debra X of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Sister Levia Karim of Detroit, Michigan
(313) 371-7033
Order by Phone

 Send Your Measurements  (Bust, Waist,
Hip, and  Height) for Adult Garment and
Size for Little Sister’s Garment, Along
with your  Money Order for garment (s).
Also send your shipping cost of $8.50 per
garment To:

Muhammad Speaks
PO Box 44261

Detroit, MI 48244

Order by Mail

www.muhammadspeaks.com

Sale Ends June 2, 2007

 Get  $10.00 off
Call 313-922-0801 For Sale Priced Garments
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Philly Temple
Set On Fire!!!
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COME HEAR COME HEAR COME HEAR COME HEAR COME HEAR THE THE THE THE THE TRTRTRTRTRUTHUTHUTHUTHUTH
As Taught By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

BALTIMORE
Muhammad Temple of Islam

1132 Homewood Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Wednesday at 8:00 PM
Fridays at 8:00  PM
Sundays at 2:00 PM

Bro. Min. S. Ramadan

PHILLY
Muhammad Temple of  Islam
2725 West Jefferson Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Wed. & Fri.  at 8:00  PM

Sundays at 2:00 PM

Bro. Min. Muntaquin Ali

(215) 232-5955

(410) 752-2158

DETROIT
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

(313) 922-0801
Bro. Min. Levi Karim

THE INNER CITY SUB CENTER
8411  EAST FOREST

Every Sunday
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Meetings Held at:

Second Floor

BROOKLYN
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

535 Nostrand Ave
Brooklyn, New York

Min. Isaac  Shabazz Fard Muhammad

(917) 803-4736

Sundays at 2:00  PM
Wednesday at 8:00 PM

(404) 936-4277
Minister Earl Muhammad

Every Sunday  at 2:00 PM

Temple Meetings Held in:

CALL FOR LOCATION

Atlanta, GA 30331

HARLEM
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

Temple Meetings Held at:

YMCA
180 West 135th

Harlem, NY

Every Sunday  at 2:00 PM

(646) 772-9703

Min Shaheed Abdul-Shabazz

ATLANTA
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

(404) 936-4277
Minister Hector Muhammad

Temple Meetings Held in:

CALL FOR LOCATION

Louisville, Kentucky

LOUSIVILLE
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

(502) 639-6615

Every Sunday  at 2:00 PM

Los Angeles
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

 Meetings Held at:

113 Indigo Street
Compton, CA 90220

Every Sunday
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

Minister Jabari Shabazz

 310-638-7751

Los Angeles,  California-- As Salaam
Alaikum Brothers & Sisters!
    If it wasn’t for, over,  400 years
of slavery, this devil (white man)
wouldn’t have anything at all.
   He came and stole us from our
original home  (known as  AF-
RICA) and brought us here to be
used as a tool.
  He profited from our ancestors,
selling them, into physical slavery.
While in physical slavery he took
slavery to another level and we be-
came spiritual slaves, by teaching
us to serve their spook god. We
fell in love with them  and their
god.  That’s why the Blackman and
woman can’t get out of a savage
way of thinking.
   Now we are in the final phase of
slavery, financial slavery. And this
form of slavery has landed us right
back to the beginning of physical
slavery.  We are working for noth-
ing.
    What happens when you apply
for a job? First, they will pay their
people more money than you
Blackman & woman. Then, when
you want to purchase a home for
$400,000. The devil sees you a
mile away.  He asks, “How is your
credit?” and says “I can get you
financed in that beautiful home.”
The next thing you know is that
you are paying $500,000  for the
$400,000 home and your monthly

From Physical to Financial Slavery
By Minister Jabari Shabazz

payments is $2,500.
  Now it’s time for a new car. You
go to the devil’s lot and see a car
for $25,000. The devil tells you, I
can get you in the car of your
dreams. Just put $2,000 down and
I will add 6,000 dollars  as a fi-
nance fee and your monthly pay-
ments are $500 a month. The loan
is for five years.
  You’re in trouble now. You’re  re-
ally beginning to FEEL like the
slave you are. You’re living pay-
check to paycheck and ends are
not meeting. So what do you do?
You hear the devil say, “I will let
you borrow $255 and when you
get paid, pay me 300.” You’re so
DUMB you keep borrowing every
pay period.
   A year has gone by and you have
paid more than a thousand dollars
in interest plus your $255.
  And you realize without admit-
ting it to anyone, that you have
become a real slave to this devil,
working for nothing (the house you
can not afford to keep up and  the
car that you can’t afford to put gas
in).
   The bottom line is, you have
joined in the 70% of black people
that have BAD CREDIT (The
code-word for financial slavery).
The devil (whiteman) loves to see
us struggle this way. But Messen-
ger Elijah Muhammad gave us the

keys  to break the chains of  physi-
cal, spiritual and financial slavery.
     The Messenger taught us that
“The first step the so-called
Negro wage-earners should
take is to spend only when
necessary and according to
their income. They should
save as much of their salaries
as possible — weekly, bi-
weekly or monthly. We, as
wage earners, should always
plan to save something from
whatever we are paid. Do not
become extravagant spenders
like the rich, who own the
country and everything in it.
It is sheer ignorance for us to
try to compete in luxury with
the owners.” (Message To
The Blackman In America)
  The Messenger said “We like
sport and play, but we suffer
the pains of hunger because
of the millions of dollars lost
paying notes for luxuries we
could do without — such as
f ine automobiles, f ine
clothes, whiskey, beer, wine,
cigarettes, tobacco and
drugs.”
   “If five million wage earn-
ers saved just $47 per year,
they could save over a billion
dollars a year. And this fig-
ure would be far greater if we
included extravagant buying

of clothes, furniture and cars.
Eating the hog, the Divinely
forbidden flesh which keeps
us filled with arthritis, rheu-
matism, high blood pressure
and fever makes unnecessary
doctor and drug bills.”
   “All of this wasteful spend-
ing should be checked and
you will see within a one-year
period that you have not
saved one billion dollars, but
several billions.”
   “The economical way to
use the money you save is
f irst to buy farm land and
produce your own food.”

Minister Jabari Shabazz

   Muhammad Temple of Islam
Located at 2725 West Jefferson
Street in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania was intentionally
Set on Fire on November 20,
2006. The Believers there are
working to rebuild the Temple
and are asking for your financial
support.
   On July 13, 2007, a “Benefit
Banquet”, a black tie fund-
raising event, will be held at
Dugans, located at 7900
Roosevelt Blvd.
  Enjoy unity, an elegant dinner,
with Music and Live
Entertainment, for a great cause.
   The donation for this event is
$75.00, But the  Believers have
designed a great way to pay for
your tickets in installments of
$25.00 by using the three coupons
below:

Please send Your Donations to:
Muhammad Temple of Islam

PO BOX 29683
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
For More Information Call

Minister Muntaquin Ali
 215-232-59

First Donation $25.00
due April 6,

Name__________________
Address________________
______________________
Phone___________________________

First Donation $25.00
due May 6,

Name__________________
Address________________
______________________
Phone___________________________

First Donation $25.00
due June 6,

Name__________________
Address________________
______________________
 Phone___________________________

All donations are Nonrefundable
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Oakland, Cali--In The Name Of
Allah, Who came in the Person of
Master Fard Muhammad to Whom
all praises is due. We thank Allah
for raising up one among us, our
leader and teacher The Most Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad (peace
be upon him) The Last and Great-
est Messenger of Allah.
I greet my Brothers and Sisters with
the Divine greeting of peace, As-
Salaam-Alaikum.
   The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, The Last Messenger
of Allah (peace be upon him),
taught us in his Supreme Wisdom,
book one, on page 16 “No Inte-
gration”.
  “The slavemasters [White man]
children are doing everything in
their power to prevent the so-
called Negroes from accepting
their own God and salvation, by
putting on a great show of false
love and friendship.”
  Messenger Elijah Muhammad
(peace be upon him) go’s on to say:
”This is being done through inte-
gration as it is called, that is, so-
called Negroes and whites  mix-
ing together such as in schools
churches, and even intermarriage
with the so-called Negroes, and
this the poor slaves really think
that they are entering a condition
of heaven with former slave-hold-
ers, but it will prove to be their
doom.
   Today according to God’s Word
we are living in a time of great
separation between the Black Man
and the whiteman.
  How can you be A “friend with
the (devil) in this day and time.
It’s because you like the devil be-
cause the devil gives you nothing.
   The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad (peace be upon him)
The Messenger of Allah, taught us
the devil’s physical power is less
than 1/3 that of the Original Man.
  If you come and follow the Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad’s  Teach-
ings,  you will be successful over-
night.
  No Integration with hypocrites
and disbelievers. Today we are In-
tegrating with Rev. Jesse Jackson
, Rev. Al Sharpton,  and Imam W.
Deen Mohammed).
  Integration with  disbelievers is
no good either because they like,
and  are  like, the  devil. They are
living a beast life. Here we are,
having Prayer with the devil
(white man) in Muhammad
Mosques and Masjids.
   You are making a fool out of your-

self today in 2007.  And you know
the white man is the devil!
   We are living in a time of the we
must separate. Messenger Elijah
Muhammad warned us about hang-
ing around big crowds of white
people.
  Allah is ready to destroy them and
if you are in the way, you’ll be de-
stroyed with the devil.
  The Messenger specif ically
warned us  not to have our chil-
dren going to school with the
devil.
   Look what happened at the be-
ginning of March 2007 in Enter-
prise, Alabama (75% white). Five
students died at that  high school
when a tornado caused the roof to
collapsed.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad
dedicated an entire chapter of his
book, THE FALL OF AMERICA,
to the state of Alabama, warning
them of Allah’s chastisement.
  The Messenger said, “Muslim
property and lives are being
attacked by a devil...I will
warn this troublemaker that
he is playing with fire, and a
very hot fire; for he is not at-
tacking Elijah Muhammad
and his followers; but he is at-
tacking Allah (God) Who
welcomes the attack for this
is what He came
for...remember, we are the
people of Allah (God). We
make no trouble with any-
one, but Allah (God) Will re-
taliate against anyone who
makes trouble for us, or who
seeks to do us harm... Allah
(God) in the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad is paying you back in
Alabama, Georgia and Missis-
sippi.
  This is why we say to you devil,
No Integration!

By

Muhammad Saleem Bey

Integration is not the key!

Brother Saleem Bey

!
GET READGET READGET READGET READGET READY BECAY BECAY BECAY BECAY BECAUSEUSEUSEUSEUSE

andandandandand
Playtime is over!
Playtime is over!
Playtime is over!
Playtime is over!
Playtime is over!

For Interviews or Engagements
215-339-0062

FAX 215-339-0449
www.shahrazadali@peoplepc.com

  Messenger Elijah Muhammad
warned us, throughout his lifetime
that Black people in America faced
a serious economic problem  and
the white race’s Christianity
could not solve it.
   He told us and showed us that
with the help of Allah, we can
solve your own problem.
  The Messenger said The truth
must we assisted greatly in creat-
ing this serious problem of unem-
ployment, insecurity and lack.
and that before the black man can
begin to gain economic security,
he must be awakened from the
dead and gain knowledge, under-
standing and wisdom which will
enable him to follow Islam as
taught by Messenger Elijah
Muhammad
   Islam and only Islam will point
the way out of the entanglement
of want in the midst of plenty.
  Black adult unemployment, in

the United States has remained
twice as high as white unemploy-
ment for more than 30 years; 3
times as high among young
people.
   Black women make 89% of what
white women make; Black men
make 67% of what white men
make.
  Fifty-three percent of Black men
aged 25-34 are either unemployed
or  earn too little to lift a family of
four from poverty.
  21% of Black high-school gradu-
ates are unemployed, 10% of
whites.
   34.4% of  Black high-school
dropouts  are unemployed-18% of
whites.
  Blacks hold only 10.1% of U.S.
jobs and are dramatically
under-represented in many profes-
sions.
   They are only 3.2% of lawyers,
3% of doctors, and less than 1%

Statistical info. from The American
Directory of Certified Uncle Toms

of architects.
  Black males have both the low-
est average level of educational
attainment and the highest per-
centage-nearly 50%-of workers
with more education than their
jobs require.
  White males with a high-school
diploma are just as likely to have
a job, and tend to earn just as much
as Black males with college de-
grees.
  Light-skinned Blacks have a
50% better chance of getting a job
than dark-skinned Blacks.
   Blacks are rejected twice as of-
ten for small business loans than
whites of comparable credit.

  Please go to page 19 of this pa-
per and read the ten steps to it
takes to solve our problem of un-
employment, poverty and want.

Messenger Warned us and gave solutions to the
Problem of  Unemployment, Poverty and Want
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How Many Times Can A
Man Save Your Life, Part 4

By  Brother Ahmad Muhammad

Brother Ahmad Muhammad (at podium) accepts the Muhammad
Speaks 2006 Lifetime Achievement Award from Minister Levi Karim

Continued on Page 17

What Islam Has Done For Me

CHICAGO--The businesses
started by individual mem-
bers in The Nation Of Islam
cannot be accurately counted!
The encouragement and sup-
port of The Messenger helped
to start companies that
thrived! Many are still in ex-
istence! There were no strings
attached to all the help The
Messenger would give! The
only stipulation would be that
you treat everyone in a fair
and just manner. “Allah
knows what you do!” The
Messenger would say!
   Your success or failure de-
pends on your actions. He
taught us that Justice comes
to all! “Your deeds, good or
evil are like seeds. You plant
one seed and a tree grows,
bearing many fruits. You are
paid back in abundance!” It
is clear now that AGAIN,
The Messenger Of Allah was
correct!
   With The Messenger, there
is always work to be done!
Those who followed The
Messenger knew He worked
hard! Uplifting the Black
Brother and Sister in the
United States of America, is
a FULL TIME, HARD
TIME job!
   I asked Him once why He
didn’t join the elder swim-
ming class or take time for
private swimming just to re-
lax a bit. To illustrate why He
could not, The Messenger,
like NO OTHER, gave me
this answer. ”Your love for
your mother is strong! If she
should be in the water some-
where and start to drown,
would you take a rest in the
process of saving her? Would
you work at saving her, full
time without rest ,or part time
with rest? Sport and play have
no place when a people are
drowning!”
   Senior Citizens on the West
and South sides of Chicago,
were being robbed and mur-
dered for their social security
checks! Other parts of the
country were reporting simi-
lar occurrences, mainly in
Black neighborhoods! Some-

thing HAD to be done!
   In those days, there was no
such thing as ‘direct deposit’.
Social security checks came
in the mail. It was not un-
usual, come the f irst of the
month, to see the elderly,
standing in front of their
apartments or homes, waiting
for the mailman! (No women
carriers then)
   If you were aware, you
could see the frightened and/
or concerned look on the
faces of the older people, hop-
ing the thief would pass them
by this time. Not only would
their checks be taken from
mail boxes, but many times
their doors would be kicked
in and they would be robbed
and beaten, sometimes killed!
   The Police could not keep
up with these low life crimes!
The seniors took the usual
action that Black People gen-
erally took. First the calling
of police, then the trip to the
Urban League and/or the
NAACP! The reception of all
these organizations was al-
ways warm and
fuzzy...BUT...the severe
problem remained!
   Under The Messenger’s di-
rection, The Nation Of Islam
started making larger moves
into the grocery business by
purchasing a supermarket
and naming it YOUR SUPER
MARKET, located at 8345
South Cottage Grove Avenue
in the Chatham neighbor-
hood, Chicago, Illinois.
   This super market, once re-
modeled and reconf igured,
was to be a model for future
stores! Safe, well lit, abun-
dantly stocked with premium
foods “for a very, very rea-
sonable price.” Said The Mes-
senger! No liquor! pork! No
cigarettes! Clean? The Mus-
lim followers of The Honor-
able Elijah Muhammad
(peace be upon him) had the
BEST reputation for cleanli-
ness and the store was always
clean!...HOWEVER..Most
of the Black People in the
Chatham area (the ‘middle
class’ Black populated neigh-

borhood) would NOT shop at
“That old Black Muslim
store!’’ Business was terrible!
The store was losing money
daily! What could be done?
   The Messenger decided to
search for a new manage-
ment team. Ads were placed
in our great newspaper,
MUHAMMAD SPEAKS,
and some of us were given the
additional duty of interview-
ing local super market man-
agers in hopes of finding one
who could bring this beauti-
ful store into profitability.
   The Messenger had other
ideas for Your Super Market
as well. He wanted to dis-
pense health information to
our people through the store.
He was filled with great ideas
and wanted them imple-
mented! As hard as the offi-
cials and others worked on
finding competent managers,
we had no success.
   Then ..a letter came from
California. It was addressed
to The Messenger, just as the
MUHAMMAD SPEAKS ad
directed. It was from a Mus-
lim follower of The Messen-
ger, Brother George 27X!
The Messenger took one look
at the letter and within min-
utes, He sent for Brother
George.

    The Messenger was to say
later, that He was moved by
Allah to pick this Brother
from all the applicants! He
sure made the right choice!
Brother George packed up
and with his family, moved
to Chicago immediately on
receiving the invitation from
The Messenger! Brother
George hit the ground run-
ning! He was receptive to
every program The Messen-
ger suggested!
   Our company (5 R Films)
had been given the directive
by The Messenger to aid the
new manager. We were cur-
rently working on a method
to get Black People to shop
at YOUR SUPER MAR-

KET! Brother George liked
the idea of offering to bus the
senior citizens to the super-
market for their shopping each
week.
   We completed the research
and knew where to find most
of the seniors. Meetings were
conducted at the senior citizen
homes and the plan was pre-
sented to them. We got few
positive responses and could
not understand why such a
program was not accepted.
The plan included PRO-
TECTING the seniors from
robbers and FREE check
cashing, whether groceries
were purchased or not! The
idea, was NOT received with
enthusiasm!

1972 Photo by 5 R Films
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Were having

An MGT
Muslim Girls Tea

We Welcome All
 Muslim Sisters of All Ages

If you or your daughter can
 Dance, Sing, Sew, Cook, Interior Decorate,

Recite Poetry etc.
Share it  or  Show it off on this Day!

 Join us for a delightful afternoon of Sisterhood,
Sharing, and Showcasing our Talents

Tickets are $5.00 per person

If you or your daughter would like
 to showcase a talent or
 for Ticket information,

 Please call (313) 922-0801

The Inner City Sub Center

8411 East Forest
Second Floor

June 2, 2007
at 2:00 p.m

The Essence of Woman
Continued from Page 4

‘When you teach a woman, you
teach a civilization, and it’s the
same in reverse, when you
destroy a woman, you destroy a
civilization.’ -- Sophia Muhammad

love her enough to leave her un-
defiled. It takes a real man to tell
a sister, “Sister, you are better than
this, more precious than all the
treasure on the face of this earth,”
and leave her untouched. Even if
she throws herself at you, you
should value her enough to tell
her that she is too valuable and
too precious to be treated like a
common whore.
    If you were a righteous man, you
would never treat your (Black)
woman as a common whore, as one
only there to fulfill you low de-
sires, even if she were acting like
one in your eyes.   The damage
that you do in those split seconds
of passion is sometimes irrepa-
rable. Then you are no different
that the father who takes off his
own daughter, or a rapist.
    I know those are strong words,
but when you understand the very
nature of the woman and why she
was created and what her purpose
is, then you’ll see that damage, is
damage.
   She’s damaged whether she’s mo-
lested by a trusted family mem-
ber, raped or willingly used in
what we today call “relationships”
where you have your way with
her, and the first sign of argument,
you split and moving on to the
next “relationship” where the pat-
tern is repeated.
 The righteous man doesn’t even

approach a woman unless he’s
ready to commit to her in mar-
riage. He knows she’s too serious
of a creation to play with.
   The Restrictive Laws are always
in effect. We don’t commit forni-
cation and adultery. We don’t
“date”. There is a courtship pro-
cedure that we follow.
   Sisters, understand your worth,
and guard your chastity. If a
brother really knows your worth,
he would approach you with all
the care in the world, and almost
be afraid to treat you in the wrong
way because he knows what he’s
dealing with. He will properly
court you and properly marry you.
A man of God will protect his
woman at all cost because he
knows her great value in the build-
ing of his Nation.
  In closing, The Messenger of Al-
lah taught us about our Nature,
both male and female. That’s some-
thing that cannot be changed; it
is the very essence in which we
were created. We were created in

the very essence of Righteous-
ness. So even though we are act-
ing other than self, righteousness
is still our very nature. We can’t
change that, and when we act con-
trary to our Nature, we usually
suffer the consequences, badly.
  It is the same thing with the na-
ture of the woman and the man.
By nature you are her protector
and maintainer and by nature she
is a pure and innocent sweet little
girl.
  The Messenger taught the
Blackman to protect his woman
and keep her out of the clutches
of the devil. A Righteous man has
no problem controlling his
woman. So if your complaint is
that you cannot control your
women, perhaps you ought to ask
yourself, are you being Com-
pletely Righteous.
   I leave you as I came before you
in the Nation’s Greetings of Peace.
As-Salaam-Alaikum.

DETROIT, Mich.-- As-Salaam
Alaikum. According to the teach-
ings of all Muslims, the word Is-
lam means “peace”.
    So at the very core of our under-
standing of Islam, peace is the ul-
timate  goal that we should strive
for, above all else.
      Being raised as a Muslim since
birth, many Islamic values have
been instilled in my heart and
mind. But none have been more
important to me than maintaining
peace.
   I have learned that peace comes
from within. We  cannot be con-
tent with others,  until we are sat-
isfied with ourselves.
      Certainly our biggest resource
for peace is gained through prayer,
but we must still act on the spiri-
tual guidance we receive from
prayer.

 By
Sister Badia Muhammad forget to be thankful that our

Brother or Sister has what they
need.
   Islam frowns on those who act
selfishly and work to tear down
others. This destroys all  trust and
unity amongst ourselves. Natu-
rally no peace can be found in such
a hostile environment.
      Clearly, we are not perfect, so
we can always find ways to im-
prove ourselves.
   If we invested as much effort into
easing someone’s pain as we in-
vest into creating pain for others,
there would be much more peace
in our lives.
   By nature we are peaceful be-
ings; even if you do not claim Is-
lam as your path.
  A righteous person is concerned
with the welfare of  others. And so,
I close with our greeting of peace.
      As-Salaam-Alaikum

Peace is the ultimate Goal in Islam
    You cannot say your prayers and
turn around and make complaints
about someone or something with
no justified cause.
   We are all guilty of this behav-
ior, myself  included.
   Islam teaches us to observe the
good with the bad side of a situa-
tion. Which means there can be
good within something that ini-
tially appears bad. This is the first
step to achieving peace.
      Once we have achieved inner
peace, we can begin to spread this
enlightenment to each person we
meet. A smile or kind greeting of
“Peace” or  “Have a Nice Day” can
ease someone’s heart. As simple as
these gestures may be, they bring
great rewards in the eyes of Allah.
   Needless quarrelling amongst
each other has created the greatest
destruction to our communities.
Envy and greed consume us and
we forget to thank Allah for bless-
ing us with what is important, and
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    DALLAS, Texas---In the most
Holy name of  Allah, Who came in
the person of Master Fard
Muhammad, to Whom praises are
due forever, and in the name of his
last Messenger, a Divine teacher
leader and guide, the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad.
  I greet all of you brothers and sis-
ters in the Nation Of Islam greet-
ings of peace and paradise,  As-
Salaam Alaikum .
   I would first like to say how hon-
ored I am that I am even able to
write this article in the first place.
   I first learned about The Nation
Of Islam, when I was nine years
old, from the movie Malcolm X.
    I was impressed with how The
Nation changed Malcolm from the
thug life to a life of righteousness
From that moment on I became to-
tally hooked so to speak.
   I, immediately, began to read ev-
ery book that I could find on the
Nation even the ones that were
total lies!  By the time I was sev-
enteen I thought that I knew what
the Nation was all about but I was
very wrong.
   I  started going to Farrakhan’s
Temple, because he was the most
popular. I didn’t even know that
there were other Black people who
were Muslims that didn’t agree with

By

Sister Frances Horton

The Messenger’s real Teachings made me want to
change my gang life of drug use and drug dealing

my own in the True Nation of Is-
lam whose only leader is the Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad’s Teach-
ings.
   What a blessing it is when you
truly learn the knowledge of self!
  I implore all of the nonbelievers
that might read this article to please
reclaim your own, for there is noth-
ing like it on this earth!
  May Allah continue to bless all
of you with peace and prosperity.
As-Salaam Alaikum.
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Farrakhan’s teaching. I thought
Farrakhan WAS the Nation of Is-
lam, but I quickly learned that the
teachings he was giving were
mixed up with something else and
was producing “part-time Mus-
lims”.
  The sisters I became acquainted
with there, LOOKED  like Mus-
lims on Sunday, but the rest of the
week they looked like any other
sister on the street.
  The sisters I became acquainted
with, there, were not trying to
change their old bad habits to try
and live a righteous life. For the
short time I was there (I never fin-
ished processing), I took on the
same ways.
  I had come into The Nation look-
ing  for a change from my old life
of  drug use (nothing heavy,  praise
be to Allah, but drugs nonetheless)
the gang life and drug-dealing.
 So I started going to Marvin
Muhammad and found out that his
teachings were so mixed up that
the sisters who followed him didn’t
even LOOK like Muslims on Sun-
day. Marvin didn’t want anyone
to question what he taught, and I
had plenty of questions. He just
wanted to be the “Supreme God”
(ego-trip)  over his followers, which
is why he calls himself “The Son
of Man”.
  Then, I almost went to join up
with Solomon, who calls himself

“God In Person” but decided
against that after one of his fol-
lowers told me that he “allows” the
brothers in his camp to have more
than one wife. And I know that
Messenger Elijah Muhammad
taught against that!
  In the meantime I had started vis-
iting Muhammad Speaks Website
and found out I was being de-
ceived  dealing with some of these
so-called leaders of The Nation Of
Islam.

  The website was filled with Teach-
ings directly from the Messenger.
I was amazed! I found the truth I
had been seeking. From there I
sought out and finally found Be-
lievers in and Followers of Mes-
senger Elijah Muhammad’s Teach-
ings.
  The Messenger’s teachings  have
taught me HOW to be a woman of
virtue,  HOW to love and respect
myself and others.
   In 2006 I, officially, reclaimed
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HOW TO EAT TO LIVE

The Honorable
Elijah  Muhammad
LAST MESSENGER OF ALLAH

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Reprinted from Chapter 30, How To Eat To Live Book 1

www.muhammadspeaks.com

reported side effects of aspartame
fell into two distinct categories:
central nervous system (65%) and
gastrointestinal disorders (24%).
Yet the CDC claimed erroneously
that no consistent reaction pattern
had been found.
 The following year, soft drink gi-
ant, PepsiCo, announced that it
was adopting aspartame as the
sweetener in all its diet drinks.
   The Journal of the American
Medical Association recently re-
ported--with  significant disclaim-
ers--that the consumption of aspar-
tame poses no health risk for most
people. However, the report is
based on FDA findings relying
solely on the tests conducted by
G.D. Searle.
  In 1985, a coalition of consumer
groups were handed a ruling by
the Federal Circuit Court of ap-
peals for the District of Columbia
stating that, in the opinion of the
Court, the FDA had followed
proper procedures  when it ap-
proved aspartame for use in foods
and soft drinks.
   The formula is currently mar-
keted as a sweetening agent in

Chemical Warfare Being Used  By US
Government right here in America
Continued from page 2

more than 5,000 food products
including; foods, drinks, chewing
gums, breath mints, children's vi-
tamins and medications.
  Products containing the hidden
trigger for breast cancers are sold
not only in America but in almost
100 other countries. Regardless to
the recent scientific statistical  evi-
dence that links the artif icial
sweetener, aspartame (Equal,
NutraSweet) to breast cancer.
   The American Cancer Society
figures show breast cancer began
to rise rapidly concurrent with the
use of aspartame (Equal,
NutraSweet), when it was approved
in 1981 for table top use in dry
foods and, in 1983, for use in sweet-
ening pop.
Breast cancer is the leading cause
of death in women between the
ages of  35-54. In 1971, a woman's
lifetime risk for contracting breast
cancer was one in fourteen. Today
it is one in eight.
   Aspartame is not the first bio-
chemical weapon that G.D. Searle
made. The first commercial oral
contraceptive (birth control pill)
Envoid was  manufactured and re-
leased by the G.D.Searle and com-
pany   in 1960.

   It is Allah’s (God’s) love and my
love, as His Messenger, to teach
you and keep you aware of the
tricks the devil devises to trap you
into accepting death and not life.
    As it is written, Allah (God) has
come to you to save you from
death and destruction by the
wicked and to register you in the
book of the living (the Black Na-
tion) with unlimited future.
 He has declared that we are the
true members of the Nation of Is-
lam, the righteous, who shall
never be removed from the earth
by any foe. He even laughs at
plans to destroy the nation of righ-
teous.
 The birth control law the enemy
is preparing for you, with the aid
of their angels, the blind, deaf and
dumb black preachers and igno-
rant black politicians, is not con-
cerned about your future. The
white priest knows what these
plans will do for you. They know
that Christianity has been exposed
to the civilized world as nothing
less than bait to enslave the black
people of earth, the original
people who serve the white race
as slaves. He offers you death in a
pill for your future generations of
children.
 He tells you what it is going to
do to you. But it is like telling a
would-be suicide: “Here is the
loaded gun. Put it to your silly
head, and blow your brains out.”
Then he stands aside, throws up
his arms and says to the world that
he is not responsible for your sui-
cide. This is what you do when
you swallow the pills. He knows
you are blind, deaf, and dumb.
 I know you do not know the plans
and secrets of your enemies, but
Allah and His Messenger have
known for a long time — for this
was ascertained when we f irst
learned to read the history of Pha-
raoh, who sought to destroy the
future of Israel through the mid-
wives. We know that this, too, is
aimed at you in these last days.
 We know by the words of the Holy
Qur-an on this attempt to destroy
your newborn babies; to destroy
the very seed of you. You also are

warned against birth control law.
They say you are not able to pro-
vide for the many children with
which Allah (God) is blessing you.
They say you should be willing
to stop giving birth to children
they will have to feed.
 Who is responsible? Is it not the
slave master’s and his children’s
fault that you are not able to care
for your family? It is theirs not
yours. Why don’t they divide the
country with you, give you a few
of these United States and let you
raise all the children you want so
you can provide a proper living
for them.
 But, no! He would rather you
were dead than to see you living
free of his authority and power to
enslave and murder you at will.
 You are aware of this, but yet you
are a fool. You do not understand
that they are after your life — and
you are seeking death by follow-
ing and agreeing with them to de-
stroy you and your Nation.
 The earth belongs to the black
nation, and its people will rule it
in the near future. God never gave
the whites any of the earth. He
only gave them time to live on it;
time to make fools of you and me.
However, that time was limited,
and I now can say in truth, that
“time is up.”
 I will defend the interest and life
of my people, even at the destruc-
tion of my own life, and the lives
of those who follow me — for that
is why I have been raised among
you. It is a disgrace upon us black
people of America to permit our-
selves and our future generations
to be cut off and destroyed by ig-
norant, foolish, pleasure-seeking
girls and women of our own, who
do not know what they are doing
when they swallow the birth con-
trol pill.
 I repeat: If you accept Allah (God)
and follow me and if you give birth
to 100 children, each of you girls
and women is considered more
blessed and right in the eyes of
Allah (God) than those who try to
kill the birth seed.
 Because of the advice of those
who hate you and hope that you

destroy yourselves, the clergy —
the priests and elders — is united
to help deceive you. The Catho-
lic religion is our greatest enemy
today. It seeks to woo you into its
net where your future will be
hopeless in the Hereafter. This old
scheme of attempting to destroy
the so-called Negro when the day
of his salvation comes to him from
God, has long been known by us
and Allah (God). The nation of
righteous is fully prepared to meet
it.
 Jehovah thwarted Pharaoh’s
wicked plan to prosper through
destroying the future of Israel. Pha-
raoh was afraid of Israel’s popula-
tion, who was populating Egypt
faster than the Egyptians. How-
ever, he did not want the Israelites
to leave Israel. He decided to kill
off the male children, which
would have stopped Israel from
increasing her nation. The birth
control laws employed by the
white race were used by his father,
Yacub. It is no new thing today.
He does not teach you this, nor
does he teach you the sciences of
modern warfare or chemistry. Of
course, we do not care to learn any
more about warfare, for it is the
purpose of God to erase war from
the human family. He now plans
to destroy those who delight in
making war against humanity.
 Who said the white man had to
carry us forever? Who gave him
the right to cut our birth rate so
that he could take care of a small
number of us? Who is willing
swallow the pill? The 22,000,000
so-called Negroes can be placed
in Africa or Asia. The country is so
large, they would not know they
were there. Or they could be put
on an island in the Pacific. But he
wants to exterminate all of them
with the pills so that he and his
people can have free reign of the
earth. But he should have reck-
oned with Allah (God), Who has
come for the purpose of saving the
poor, black man from their wicked
plans.
 The Negro has been a group of
people, held in the hands of the
white man, for 400 years and yet,
today, he is like a lazy horse or
dog who does not want to leave
his master because of fear — and
has taken all kinds of abuse in or-

der to get a little food or whatever
the master has to give. It is a
shame. It is not because of lack of
education, but because he holds
the offer of Allah (God) in mock-
ery.
 But this pill is a bold offer of
death, openly made, inviting the
Indians and so-called Negroes to
accept death — and also the
people they have under their
power in the Pacific islands. It is
accepting extermination through
a harmless looking pill designed
to take away the future birth of our
Nation. Think well, you “white
Christian lovers.” You sign up to
be swallowed up.
 Israel was taken into a country
where she could do all of the
populating she wanted to without
the interference of Pharaoh. Allah
(God) had Pharaoh drown in the
Red Sea, and the white race is go-
ing to be thrown into a lake of fire
for its plans against the so-called
Negro.

 I shall always rise to your defense
against such an artful, wicked race
of people, who has nothing in
mind but death for the black man
— its scheme covered with a semi-
bait of good. Once you have swal-
lowed the birth control pill, it is
death.

Do NDo NDo NDo NDo Nooooot Tt Tt Tt Tt Takakakakake Bire Bire Bire Bire Birttttth Contrh Contrh Contrh Contrh Control Pillsol Pillsol Pillsol Pillsol Pills
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Saviour’s Day 2007
Photos!

What A Glorious Weekend
Spent with Believers in

Messenger Elijah
Muhammad’s Teachings!

We Made Plans Together
to Spend

Saviour’s Day 2008
 in New York

Pictured from l to right; Sister Maryum Shabazz of Virginia, Brother David Muhammad of  Cincinnati; Sister Pia Angela
Shabazz of Cincinnati; Sister Patricia Muhammad of Chicago and Brother Ahmad Muhammad of  Chicago.

Pictured l to r; Sister Samirah Muhsin of Detroit, with her daughter enjoy dinner
and good conversation with Sister Teresa of Las Vegas

Pictured from left to right; Brother Quadus Allah of Philadelphia; Brother Peter Muhammad of Chicago; Minister Isaac
Fard Shabazz of New York, Brother Ahmad Muhammad of Chicago; Minister Levi Karim of Detroit; Minister Muntaquin Ali
of Philadelphia with his “2006 Perserverance Award”, Brother Malik Muhammad of Detroit, Brother Baqi of Philadelphia,
Minister Nasir Makr Hakim of Missouri; and Brother Kenneth X of Chicago (Kneeling with Muhammad Speaks Newspaper)

Pictured from right to left; Sister Mayyaddah Muhammad and her
daughters; Zarinah,  Mahasin, Mecca and Sakinah, all from Detroit

Pictured left to
right; Sister Badia
Muhammad of
Detroit and sister
Maryum Shabazz
of Virginia

Pictured left to right; Sister
Captain Kishra Ali of Philadelphia, Minister
Muntaquin Ali of Philadelphia and Minister
Isaac Shabazz of Brooklyn.
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By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Reprinted from the book “Our Saviour Has Arrived”

The Truth and

h d

  "Oh Allah, Originator of the
Heavens and the Earth, Knower of the
seen and the unseen, Thou judgest
between Thy servants as to that
wherein they differ." (Holy Qur'an
39:46).
  No civilized nation wants the so-
called Negroes. Only Allah, our
Loving and Most Merciful God Who
came in the person of Master Fard
Muhammad in 1930, will accept us.
It was not until 1933 that he began
revealing his true self to us as being
the answer to the Prophecy of Jesus,
the coming of the Son of Man, the
Seeker of the Lost Sheep. (I was
expecting Him. The devils knew not
to acquaint the so-called Negroes
with Him).
   They will never acquaint the se-
called Negroes with Him, nor will
they ever tell you anything of good
that is in your favor. Even if all of
their enemy nations were closing in
on them, they would not tell you until
you saw them.
   I am not concerned with what the
white race believes in as a religion.
They are not my people nor are we
their people nor is our God their God.
I am never surprised to see or hear of
evils committed by white people. The
only time they would surprise me is
on seeing or hearing of some good
that they are doing.
  My people, the so-called Negroes,
will soon learn and recognize the
Truth, for the Author of Truth is with

us. They yell their lungs out over a
dead Prophet (Jesus of two thousand
years ago) who cannot and did not
come to do anything for us but
prophesies of us going into slavery
and of God delivering us; and He was
not even sent to us. The white race
and their tampering with the Truth of
the Bible (their slave-making
Christianity) have poisoned the very
hearts of our people against
themselves and their Own God. No

one can unite the so-called Negroes
in America without the help of Allah
(God). We must think of self unity,
and not love and unity with our
enemies whom Allah (God) will
destroy from the face of the earth in
the very near future.
  In their minds they are saying to me
that Allah (God) does not want our
enemies. "We do not want Allah
(God) nor His religion if our enemies
are not accepted." Their ignorance
make fools of themselves; they love
their enemies in spite of the fact that

The Filth That Produces Th
Holy Quran (7:27)  O children of Adam, let not the arch deceiver
he expelled your parents from the garden, pulling off from them 
that he might show them their shame. He surely sees you, he as w
from whence you see them not. Surely We have made the devils to
those who believe not.

This happened to the Black People who followed Yakub from Ara
off, from their Original Self, the clothes of Righteousness and the
their shame; and then made them to go nude in the hills and cave
until the birth of Moses.

You are warned. You believe you are safe in following the invitati
filth of the white race. Wait and see.

The
Shyless

The Daring Pedest
Reprinted from Message To The Blackman in America

   With the right understanding and with busi-
ness unity we can turn the great flow of millions
of dollars that leave black communities and go
into the hands of white businessmen back into
the pockets of the poor black men and women
who would benefit most by it. HOW CAN WE
DO THIS?
  First we must stop being so foolish as to spend
our few hard earned dollars with the rich of this
land.

   Those of us who are wealthy or rich should
help set up independent businesses which our
people need and which could add wealth to our
communities. With such cooperation our own
businessmen could actually help lower prices and
provide employment for the multitude of unem-
ployed.
   But to be successful, WE MUST HAVE SOME
OF THIS EARTH TO PRODUCE OUR
PEOPLE’S NEEDS.
 For example, in Chicago, Illinois, as well as in
other communities, throughout the country, the

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad
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The Honorable Elijah Muhammad

ALLAH’S LAST AND GREATEST MESSENGER

 Our Mistakes

k

the white slavemasters kept our
fathers out of their religion,
Christianity, for approximately three
hundred years. As long as they were
children, they accepted the fixed and
poisoned white man's religion. Now
today, the white slavemasters are
scared stiff from looking at the
consequence coming to them for their
deceiving the world of the Black
Nation. Now they sit with you in
your church. They are not there to
hear you preach and teach them of
their own religion, but to deceive you

into thinking that now we all are
brothers and God's people together;
and that the church is the place for
your safety and that you should not
believe in any other religion other
than Christianity.
   They try to convince you that the
church is Jesus' house where He has
put His name and "the Gates of Hell
shall not prevail against it." And
remember what He said to Peter:
"Upon this rock I build My church."
After the injection of such poison, the
so-called  Negroes  are  lulled  off to

he Filth

The
Disgrace

r seduce you, as
their clothing

well as his hosts,
o be friends of

abia. He pulled
e clothes to cover
esides of Europe,

ion to evil and

trian, P2
Black Man is robbed through giant cut-rate
stores, owned exclusively by white men who make
it almost impossible for independent stores owned
by black people to survive.
  We cannot compete in business unless we unite
and get some of this earth so that we can pro-
duce our own people’s needs.
  It is the right time that we seek SEPARATION
AND INDEPENDENCE for our nation from the
evils of our open enemies, and not the foolish
things other organizations are doing. They want
our people integrated into our open enemies to
be destroyed as a people.   They seek that (rec-

ognition) which demands better qualifications:
education, the knowledge of self and others, man-
ners and self-respect and the respect of others.
    But our people just do not have these qualifi-
cations until they first come to Islam and bear
witness to what Allah (God) has revealed to me.
No intelligent and refined society will accept us
until we have the above stated qualifications.
    We, once slaves, have grown to be a nation of
twenty million or more in a nation that enslaved
our fathers and to this day has deprived us of
equal justice under their own laws. No equal civil
rights — most of us are treated by white citizens
of America as animals. It is common to see and
hear of white mobs attacking, beating, and shoot-
ing down poor blacks whose fathers’ and moth-
ers’ labor, sweat and blood helped make America
the richest government on earth; nevertheless,
we are yet the most hated and mistreated people.
    Allah (God) wants to make a great nation out
of us (so-called Negroes). But if we desire to re-
main the slave of servants for our slave-masters,
it is all right with Allah. Do we love ourselves
and our children? If so, why not build a future
for ourselves rather than beg the same slave-
masters for jobs and equal shares in whatever
they have — even to equal membership in their
society and families (intermarriage).
    This is definitely not a wise thing to do, but a
very foolish and destructive thing for the once
slave and his master to do. By the help and guid-

ance of Allah (God), I have put before you the
wise and best thing for your future.
 Firstly, some of this earth that we can call our
own. Without some of this earth that we can call
our own, we cannot hope to even become a free
nation out of the nation of the slave master.
   IT IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT TO
TEACH SEPARATION OF THE BLACKS
AND WHITES IN AMERICA THAN
PRAYER.
   Teach and train the blacks to do something for
self in the way of uniting and seeking a home on
this earth that they can call their own!
 There is no such thing as living in peace with
white Americans. You and I have tried without
success. Look what white Americans did to my
followers in Los Angeles, California, on April 27,
1962.
   They know that we, the Muslims, are a peace-
ful people and do not carry arms, but the heart-
less enemy devils care not for peace, they were
created and made to hate peace.
   Night and day they are out seeking a chance
to beat and kill you, while at the same time you
are out seeking to show them HOW MUCH YOU
LOVE THEM. A very foolish people you are.
How can anyone, other than you (so-called Ne-
groes) love an open enemy?

Continued on Page 20
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Now
NowNow
Now
Now

On DVD!

On DVD!

On DVD!

On DVD!

On DVD!

MESSENGER
MUHAMMAD

Saviour’s Day 1972,
Saviour’s Day 1973,
 Saviour’s Day 1974

Interview with Ivn Kupinet
Interview with Buzz Anderson

Donation
$20.00

each

To Order By Phone Call (313) 371-7033
Or Send Money Order (No Checks Please) to:

Muhammad Speaks - PO Box 44261 - Detroit, MI 48244

Choose From The List Below

Also Available
VHS

$10.00 each

www.muhammadspeaks.com
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    “I don’t know if I want to
shop at a Black Muslim
store.” “Is the food there as
good as what we get at the
A&P store?” “My daughter
told me not to go to your
store!” These and similar
comments, along with a lack
of appreciation were what we
were getting after our presen-
tations! We reported our lack
of success to The Messenger!
   One of the ‘other’ private
meeting places was on East
63rd Street in Chicago, Illi-
nois in the rear of the Nation
Of Islam’s cleaners. We met
there to discuss what we now
had named, THE SMART
SHOPPER PROGRAM!
The Messenger spoke! ”We
have a good plan Brothers,
but...we have got to present it
in another way. We need the
devil to put his finger of ap-
proval on our good plan.

Continued from page 9    “Without thinking at least
seven times before we speak
or act, as taught to us by The
Messenger, I jumped up from
the chair and said, “Dear Holy
Apostle! You mean we’re to
have a WHITE MAN go
with us to present our pro-
gram?” The Messenger
smiled at my ignorance. Had
I but thought at least ONE
time, I could have figured out
what The Messenger had in
mind. “Our people have been
taught by the devil for so long,
that unless what you are try-
ing to get over to them, comes
some way FROM the devil,
the Lost Founds won’t re-
spond.
   “Take your film company
and produce a film about our
stores. You will see a turn
around right away. The film
is the SUBSTITUTE devil!”
The Messenger continued
“When the f ilm is f inished

you can show it around, we
will get all to come to the
stores and get them interested
in what we can do together
to make a better life of our
people. We can protect the
seniors AND increase our
business! All will be the bet-
ter. All will profit in many
ways.”
   How simple it sounds years
later as our understanding in-
creases! The Smart Shopper
Program was a HUGE suc-
cess! Instead of once a week,
The Nation Of Islam was
bussing seniors and others
into the stores almost daily!
   Once the film, titled, “Why
We Lose” was shown, the se-
niors quickly signed on and
passed the word to other se-
niors, family members and
the general public! Thousands
of new customers were ex-
posed to a better, more health-

ful way of life! They saved
money as well! The assaults
on the elderly ended! Peace
of mind prevailed for those
who joined the SMART
SHOPPER program! We
thank Allah for His Mercy,
His Grace and His Messen-
ger!
   Brother George, the new
manager, was aggressive in
dealing with suppliers who
once cheated the store by
withholding rebates. He re-
covered money that had been
hidden from past manage-
ment! The income rose! The
Messenger was well pleased!
   On we went, adding yet
other successful programs!
“PORK KILLS!” and “OFF
THE PIG FROM YOUR
TABLE” were but a few,
emanating from YOUR SU-
PER MARKET! OFF-
shoots from these programs

are still going on with vari-
ous Muslim and non-Muslim
groups around the country!
   One of the pamphlets from
the “Pork Kills”
program,”Yours For A Long
Life Ahead”, an informative
booklet relating to a healthy
life, became popular! The
Messenger gave the booklet
away at NO CHARGE to
those who would write in re-
questing it!” Yours For A
Long Life Ahead” generated
income sent by those who
appreciated the care The Mes-
senger showed in providing
the pamphlet!
   JOBS were CREATED
just opening the envelopes for
requests and sorting the
money! Additional employ-
ment came from the workers
hired to assist the senior citi-
zens, as well as more employ-

Continued on page 18

How Many Times Can A Man Save Your Life, Part 4

DETROIT--In the name of Allah
who came in the person of Master
Farad Muhammad I greet you in
the Nations greetings of peace of
As-Salaam-Alaikum.
  One, among many things I have
learned while being Muslim is
how to be Industrious and under-
stand and appreciate the value of
money.
  I have heard this being said all
my life and thought I understood
what it meant, it wasn’t until re-
cently I came to grips with what it
means to understand the value of
money.
  Messenger Elijah Muhammad’s
economic plan  shows that we
(black people) waste Millions of
dollars every day, on extravagant
unnecessary spending. Such as
cigarettes, alcohol, unhealthy
foods, expensive clothing (from
factories we do not own), jewelry
etc.
   These are things that destroy us
as a free people and yet we will-
ingly waste money towards it.
   I thought,  at one time, that wast-
ing money was only true for
middle and upper class brothers
and sisters, but I understand now
that it is true even for the lowest
class brother and sister.
  It is a fact that in most cases if the
poorest black man or woman found
a nickel on the ground he would

rush to give it to his still today
slave master (the white man).
  I, too,  have fallen under the cat-
egory of giving my money away,
simply by going in a local corner
store (not black owned) and spend-
ing with my enemy a dollar here,
fifty cents there, and foolishly say-
ing to my self  “ah fifty cents ain’t
nothing” but for a man to even
think that shows he does not un-
derstand the value of money.
  A so-called mere fifty cents saved

every day for one year would be
$182.50, and this is how we (black
people) should think when it
comes to how we spend our money.
   The Messenger stated in Mes-
sage To The Blackman (Ch.8
Pg.192) “If we can save just five
cents a day from our wages, 25
cents a week $1 a month that
would mean $13 a year we could
save in a national savings bank.
   We number around 22 million
and approximately five million are
wage-earners. If  five million wage

Brother David Muhsin

earners saved $13 a year, this would
mean $65 million saved out of our
wages. At the rate of 25 cents per
week it would be painless.”
  And that was the figure in the
1960’s. Today we number nearly a
billion.
  We (black people) can no longer
blame the white man (devil) for
our financial hell here in the wil-
derness of North America. The
white slave-master said we are
“free”,  yet we willingly beg him

to be our master by not trying to
do something for our selves,  as a
people.
  The Messenger said we should
save our money and create jobs for
our own people.
  Since gaining a better understand-
ing about our  situation, I am do-
ing everything I can to follow
Messenger Elijah Muhammad’s
economic plan and I hope you will
to.
   Upon reading this and seeing it
is the truth, please do not just sit
there and say to you self “ oh yeah
that’s right we do need to save our
money” and not do anything about
it.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad
taught that mathematics is Islam
and Islam is mathematics, and that
being said, in math zero plus zero
leaves zero, but if we work to-
gether and prove his economic
plan we can make a better future
for ourselves and our people. As-
Salaam-Alaikum.

SaSaSaSaSaving ving ving ving ving As MucAs MucAs MucAs MucAs Much h h h h As As As As As YYYYYou Can on a Rou Can on a Rou Can on a Rou Can on a Rou Can on a Reeeeegular Basis Rgular Basis Rgular Basis Rgular Basis Rgular Basis Reallealleallealleally y y y y AdAdAdAdAdds Upds Upds Upds Upds Up

$40 Weekly

$35 Weekly

$30 Weekly

$25 Weekly

$20 Weekly

$15 Weekly

$10 Weekly

$4,160

$3,640

$3,120

$2,600

$2,080

$1,560

$1,040

$730

2 YEAR

$2,080

$1,820

$1.560

$1,300

$1,040

$780

$520

$365

1 YEAR

$6,240

$5,460

$4,680

$3,900

$3,120

$2,340

$1,560

1,095

3 YEAR

$8,320

$7,280

$6,240

$5,200

$4,160

$3,120

$2,080

$1,460

4 YEAR

$10,400

$9,100

$7,800

$6,500

$5,200

$3,900

$2,600

$1,825

5 YEAR

$20,800

$18,200

$15,600

$13,000

$10,400

$7,800

$5,200

$3,650

10 YEARS

ONE DOLLAR A DAY

Look How Much You Could Save With Very Little!

By Brother David Muhsin
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How Many Times Can A Man Save Your Life, Part 4
Continued from page 17

ees for the super market!  It
seemed to all that under the
guidance of Allah’s Messen-
ger, all plans of good work!...
The demons and imps IN-
CREASED their mischief!
“We were told to stop it ANY
way we had to!” The ‘IT’
meaning the SMART
SHOPPER program in gen-
eral and the bussing of seniors
to YOUR SUPER MAR-
KET! This quote from one
imp apprehended in the store
as SHE was trying to place a
foreign substance in our pro-
duce!
   Many attempts were made
by imps outside and inside
The Nation Of Islam, to have
Brother George removed
from his post as manager of
YOUR SUPER MARKET!
As the director of The
Messenger’s programs com-
ing out of the supermarket,
Brother George’s effective-
ness made him a target! The
Messenger took note of the
criticisms and false reports
made to Him about Brother
George!
   The Messenger then in-
structed Brother George to
come to His home at an ap-
pointed time. I was asked to
drive Brother George to The
Messenger’s home. The
Brother was worried that The
Messenger might believe the
lies and remove him from his
post! “We have made so
much progress, “said Brother
George, “I hate to see it end
in this way!”
   The Messenger Of Allah ,
The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad (peace be upon
him), responded to Brother
George’s detractors by reas-
suring him of what a Fine job
he was doing and how much
He and The Nation Of Islam
appreciated him! The Mes-
senger then gave Brother
George A HOLY NAME...
KAMAL KARRIEM!
   Evil plots and much else
were tried as the devil at-
tempted to stop the
Messenger’s positive pro-
gram before He initiated it in
other cities! The Messenger
had already made plans to
open 26 more YOUR SU-
PER MARKETS in Chicago
alone!

   An on-going assignment
for us  was to continue inter-
viewing supermarket manag-
ers, assistant managers and
anyone with grocery market-
ing experience. The Messen-
ger wanted to be ready when
the 26 additional stores were
purchased from a failing gro-
cery chain in the Chicago
area. Brother Kamal Karriem,
the YOUR SUPER
MARKER manager, was in-
strumental in the negotiations.
With ALL the progress in a
forward positive direction,
the so-called ‘middle class’
Negroes in the Chatham area
of Chicago grew stiffer
necks!
   One sign of a Messenger of
God is that “prophecies”
stated by that Messenger are
proved true! The Messenger’s
“prophecies” were many and
proved true in front of our
very eyes!
   Who, now living, and pay-
ing attention, will EVER for-
get how our Messenger was
ridiculed when He predicted
the rioting of the so-called
Negroes in cities throughout
America? The common
thinking was that the colored

people were too frightened
ever to rise up against white
power! The Messenger said
repeatedly that, “The Negro
will rise up against white op-
pression, throw stones... and
not know why!”
  When the riots came full
blast, BEFORE the murder
of Reverend Martin Luther
King, Jr., the talk among the
so-called Negroes was that
The Messenger Of Allah had
just made a good guess!
   Black Christians were no-
torious for ignoring their
Bible, the book made avail-
able to them supposedly for
guidance. With the aid of their
preachers, they were led away
from biblical passages not
sanctioned by the slave mas-
ters children. Just like today!
   The Bible warns them
about the evils and chastise-
ments of eating swine (all
pork) but they make LAME
excuses for DISOBEYING
that firm rule, found in many
parts of the Bible! this truth,
revealed to us by The Mes-
senger, is evident today!
   The Christian King James
version of the Bible says
“thou shall NOT!” The white

slave-master’s children say,
“thou shall!”..God says it is
forbidden..the white society
says “GO AHEAD and do
it”. Yet, this book, this Bible,
is carried on the person of
some and kept in prominent
places in the homes and busi-
nesses of others! WHY?
When the lessons in it are not
heeded?
   The Bible tells the Chris-
tians how to recognize a Mes-
senger of God! Deuteronomy
18: 15,18-22! So, as The
Messenger Of Allah, The
Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, (peace be upon
him) made prediction after
prediction and they became
MANIFEST WHILE WE
LIVED, He was ignored by
many Black Christians due to
their fear of whites!
   This morbid seeking of ap-
proval from a people who
constantly misuse you and
the refusal to EVEN LOOK
at The Messenger’s program,
has COST Black People a
more healthy and productive
life!
   The Messenger STILL
continued to give us informa-
tion to study what would keep

us busy for the rest of our
lives! ALL LIFE-GIVING
and VALUABLE!
   Who taught us to store cer-
tain foods in glass containers?
Who told us to store water in
glass containers? Rice, beans
and grains, stored in glass
containers (along with a few
Bay leaves to keep critters
away) will keep for thousands
of years!  Ancient Black civi-
lizations preserved edibles in
this manner!
   The Messenger taught that
plastic could NOT be used to
store water and food, because
it was poison and would
break down and enter into the
water or food! The Messen-
ger knew this, from the many
informative lessons learned
while sitting face to face with
Almighty God Allah, Who
came in The Person Of Mas-
ter Fard Muhammad, to
Whom Praise is due forever!
    These mighty lessons were
given to benefit us, the so-
called Negroes, the lost and
found slaves, held captive,
mentally and physically on
the continent of North

Continued on page 22
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By

 Minister Levi Karim

Minister Levi Karim
PUBLISHER

MUHAMMAD SPEAKS
 NEWSPAPER & WEBSITE

The Nation’s Number One Program

DETROIT--In the Name of Allah,
Who came in the Person of Master
Fard Muhammad. I forever thank
Him for raising up His Last and
Greatest Messenger, The Most
Honorable Elijah Muhammad
(peace be upon him).
As-Salaam-Alaikum (peace be
unto you).
As F.O.I. (Fruit of Islam) we must
understand the real purpose of the
Muhammad Speaks News Paper.
We must get this paper unto the
hands of our people so that Mes-
senger Elijah Muhammad (peace
be upon him) can teach our people
what Almighty God Allah in The
Person of Master Fard Muhammad
had taught him and that is the
TRUTH. This paper is our work.
   It takes the unified effort of be-
lievers all around the country, to
make this happen. It is our (The
Nation of Islam’s) number one
product. That is what Messenger
Elijah Muhammad called it.
  Our job is to work to get the Truth
taught by Messenger Elijah
Muhammad to our Brothers and
Sisters who don’t know. We say that
we believe in the truth Messenger
Elijah Muhammad taught us. Then
we must prove that we believe, not
with  “Lip Service” but with ac-
tion.
   Some claim that they are 100%
for Messenger Elijah Muhammad
Teaching , but talk against
Muhammad Speaks Newspaper
some of you are walking around

FROM THE PUBLISHER

right now making excuses of why
you won’t help us push this paper.
When you push Muhammad
Speaks we all benefit. The Mes-
senger said you take this paper out
you fill your Temple up.
  When you push Muhammad
Speaks, you are helping to raise
the mentally dead. You are giving
our people what they so badly
need  (The truth) and at the same
time you generate revenue
(Money) for your Temple.
   We welcome all believers in
Messenger Elijah Muhammad
Teaching to write for the paper.
Messenger Elijah Muhammad
said that the greatest article that a
believer could write is “What Is-
lam Has Done For Me”.
   You would be surprised at how
many of our people you might be
helping to get this much needed
understanding of  Messenger
Elijah Muhammad teaching by
reading what Islam has done for
you.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad
said that Muhammad Speaks is
one of his best Ministers.
   This paper is the weapon we are
using in this great battle between
God (The Black Man) and the
devil (white man). This is our am-
munition (TRUTH). That’s all that
Allah gave us to arm ourselves
with. Let’s use it.
   The Messenger, Elijah
Muhammad, said he would be the
winner whether he was living or
dead.
  Not only are we hear to tell the
people what Messenger Elijah
Muhammad taught but also to ex-
pose hypocrites and those who are
not telling the Truth or mixing up
the Truth with falsehood.  We the
believers see you and those like
you “STONEY” that’s what we call
them. Their hearts are like stone.
They don’t want the Truth and
don’t want anyone else to have or
hear it. You  like to mix it up and
make yourself  “BIG MAN” .
   You don’t want to push the
Messenger’s The Most Honorable
Elijah Muhammad’s Program, and
you don’t want anyone else to
push it. You are LAZY AND JEAL-
OUS-HEARTED.
   I’m going to tell you something
“STONEY”  You can’t stop this
Allah (GOD) in The Person of Mas-
ter Fard Muhammad to whom all
praises is due forever won’t let you
or nobody else stop it.

   So Brother’s of the F.O.I. don’t let
“STONEY” get next to you when-
ever he’s around with that weak
talk just tell him kindly where to
go and keep on pushing.
  So pick up you Muhammad
Speaks Brothers and hit the battle-
field (THE STREETS). The Mes-
senger said to keep firing with the
TRUTH. I thank Allah, Master Fard
Muhammad, the true and living
God, for giving to us His Last and
Greatest Messenger The Most
Honorable Elijah Muhammad
(peace be upon him)

Winner of
 Muhammad Speaks
Top Salesman Award

I want to let the world
know how proud we are
of  Minister Hector

Muhammad of Louis-
ville Kentucky, who for

the second year, sold
more papers than any

other brother
 in the Nation

1. Recognize the necessity for
unity and group operation
(activities).
 2. Pool your resources,
physically as well as financially.
 3. Stop wanton criticisms of
everything that is black-owned
and black-operated.
 4. Keep in mind — jealousy
destroys from within.
 5. Observe the operations of the
white man. He is successful. He
makes no excuses for his failures.
He works hard in a collective
manner. You do the same.
6 If there are six or eight Muslims
with knowledge and experience
of the grocery business — pool
your knowledge, open a grocery
store — and you work
collectively and harmoniously,
Allah will bless you with success.
7 If there are those with
knowledge of dressmaking,
merchandising, trades,
maintenance — pool such
knowledge. Do not be ashamed
to seek guidance and instructions
from the brother or sister who
has more experience, education
and training than you have had.
Accept his or her assistance.
8 The white man spends his

money with his own kind, which
is natural. You, too, must do this.
Help to make jobs for your own
kind. Take a lesson from the
Chinese and Japanese and go
give employment and assistance
to your own kind when they are
in need. This is the first law of
nature. Defend and support your
own kind. True Muslims do this.
9 You, the black man, are the only
members of the human race that
deliberately walks past the place
of business of one of your own
kind — a black man — and spend
your dollars with your natural
enemy. The so-called American
Negro has never in the history of
America been known to boycott
or criticize the white man as he
does his own kind. He thus shows
love for his enemy and hatred for
his own kind.
10 A true Muslim would never
boycott the place of business of
his fellow Muslim or black
brother. A true Muslim is proud
of the success of his black sisters
and brothers. He recognizes that
their success is his success. He
recognizes the law of Islam. If one
brother has a bowl of soup you
have half of that soup.

TTTTTen Steen Steen Steen Steen Steps to Corps to Corps to Corps to Corps to Corrrrrrect ect ect ect ect TTTTThehehehehe
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Teachings of  Messenger Elijah Muhammad
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By  Minister Al-Muntaquin Ali

Minister Al-Muntaquin Ali

PHILADELPHIA, Penn.--In the Most
Holy Name of Allah, who came in
the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad, And in the Name of
His Last and Greatest Messenger
The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad I greet all believers
and readers of our Muhammad
Speaks News Paper with the greet-
ings of peace, As Salaam Alaikum.
     Let me first of all say that I Had
a wonderful time at our annual
Saviours Day event in Detroit.
   I can truly say I met some of the
most wonderful believers that be-
lieve in the Islam taught to us by
Messenger Elijah Muhammad.
   I mean there was absolutely no
additives  involved with the teach-
ings of the Lamb of God ( Messen-
ger Elijah Muhamad).
   Remember what the Messenger
said,  if you come up with his name
on that day, you go with him (the
Devil).
    So we didn’t try to create some
leader among us.  We just followed
the Lamb’s instructions to us, and
all had a really good time.
   If you went some place else, you
missed a good event.  Now you
may say why is Minister Ali so
worked up after a few months have
passed. I can  only answer, “you
would have to have been there to
know”.
     Now how many readers believe
that Messenger Elijah
Muhammad’s teachings  are being
watered down by many so called
leaders?  How many of you can
think of four things in four min-
utes that have been watered down?
  Did you know that most of what
some so-called leaders teach was
never taught by Messenger Elijah
Muhammad?
     It is very hard to find black
people (red, brown, yellow) that
follow The Messenger (Messenger
Elijah Muhamad) teachings as he

taught them.
   Mostly you see some nut case
who makes some crazy claim of
leadership, and they always
change the teachings to fit their
claim.
   If the Lamb of God was here with
us in the flesh, he would ask all of
these nut cases, what on earth are
you teaching, and he would surely
let them know it didn’t come from
him.
   Don’t let large numbers of
people, big money, phoney prom-
ises, fear,  popularity, fame, or
blind- love cause you to lose your
salvation from Master Fard
Muhammad.
   Remember our God came to save
us from the Devil in the flesh, not
some evil spirit.
   Many of our so called ministers
want to integrate with the Devil,
am I right?
  They are very sneaky with this
integrating because on it’s face ev-
eryone knows that Messenger
Elijah Muhammad did not teach
doing it.
  It is very clear that Messenger
Elijah Muhammad taught that the
white man is the Devil! No way
for these fools to get around that,
right?
Money makes people do strange
things, right?  Now we all know
that the Devil will back up any
dumb Negro who wants to inte-
grate because he knows he’s got a
fool that he can rule.
  Now this may come as a surprise
to many readers but integration
has not taken place in America.  No
it has not!
    For all the marching for it, dy-
ing for it, crying for it, money
spent on it, support even of the
Devil to get it, integration has not
taken place.
   Oh a few mixed couples go mar-
ried, but no true integration.  You
need equality to truly be inte-
grated,  and the devil will never
see blacks as his equal.  Now am I
right?
   They may be diplomatic at com-
panies and gatherings but truly
don’t care for us, as a people.
  Allah has sent word to us by way
of Messenger Elijah Muhammad
that this race of devils will always
seek to destroy you and I (black
man).
    He was made that way! And the
devil will never change.
   Now this is not to make you hat-
ers of white people, but to make
you see him as he is.

   His history shows no love for you
and I.  However  you still must rep-
resent the family of God and be
God like, by respecting all men.
Yes,  even the Devil because that
is  just  the nature of God.
   But understand that respect
doesn’t mean integrate.  We must
be separated for true peace to take
place. Both white and black must
know this truth.
     I think it is a crying shame that
the masses of  our people don’t
know the Lambs teaching, and
these hustlers teach a sneaky form
of integration to a sleeping people.
All for a buck, and their love of
the Devil.  Now let me repeat what
the Lamb teaches about the Devil.
He is not a formless spirit, but he
is a flesh and blood man.  Messen-
ger Elijah Muhammad calls him
the Man of Sin.  Where do these
hustlers get off saying anyone is
the devil.  Some teach the black

Integration has not taken place in America

QUESTIONING THE MESSENGER
“We are practically bringing you up to the time, of which God has
revealed to me. If you would like to ask questions, think well of how
you form your questions. You’re not asking Elijah Muhammad. Just
remember that you’re questioning what God has told Elijah.”

THE REAL MECCA
“People in the past have worked and made the pilgrimage to Mecca
and have returned to their people and teachers to teach them of this
sign, but I say the American so-called Negroes are the end of this
sign. A pilgrimage there (Mecca) will not help him become a great
and righteous Muslim, but the bowing down to that Last Messen-
ger, who God raised from the dead of that people, and recognizing
him as being the Guide now for the dead or the absolute one to give
life to that dead nation, bringing them forth to God, is the real
Mecca to which they should make pilgrimage.”

SOME OF THE PEOPLE
“At such time as the destruction of America, if Allah (God) has not
chosen some of the people of America (the Black slave) to be His
people, there would not have been any flesh saved from America.
The Bible, Mk. 13:20, teaches us, “And except that the Lord had
shortened those days, no flesh should be saved; but for the elect’s
sake, whom He hath chosen, he hath shortened the days.”

SWINE PARTAKERS
“I don’t care if all the whites on Earth eat the hog, I am only con-
cerned with my people that don’t know, nor do they understand. I
know that not one of my poor people will go to heaven (see the
hereafter) who eat this poison hog after being given the knowl-
edge.”

YOU MUST REMEMBER
“You must remember that you do not like one who befriends your
enemy. How much does God dislike you for making love with his
enemies? The enemy does not have to be a real devil. He could be
your father, mother, brother, husband, wife or children. Many times
they’re of your own household. Today is the great time of separation
of the righteous Muslims and the wicked white race.”

Sayings of The Messenger

of
Ellenwood, Georgia

aka
 “Humbleservant7”

Moderator on the Award-winning

SEVENTHFAM MESSAGEBOARD
www.seventhfam.com

Compliments of Brother David Muhammad

CORRECTION FROM LAST ISSUE
In the Last Issue of Muhammad Speaks
we mistakenly placed the wrong
photograph of David Muhammad with
this column. That photograph was of
another brother named David
Muhammad, who lives in Cincinnati.
Please forgive our error.

The Truth and
Our Mistakes
Continued from page 14

‘We never get
Divine Truth
unless it comes
through flesh
and blood.’

sleep with the death of the
ignorant; The Gates of Hell will
not try prevailing against itself,
but the "Gates of Heaven" are now
prevailing against the church and
all that she stands for. And the
"Gates of Hell" will not prevail
against the "Gates of Heaven"
(Allah and Islam).

   If  Peter's confession was the only
thing necessary for Jesus to build
the church, he should have been
able, with twelve disciples, to have
converted all of the Jews and
destroyed their temples with the
stone of Peter. But he did not; for
Jesus was not the Founder of the
white man's religion and church
any more than was Moses or the
former Prophets of Allah (God).
   The Bible further says that Jesus
said to Peter, "Flesh and blood did
not reveal it to him." We never get
Divine Truth unless it comes
through flesh and blood. But really
the flesh and blood that will not
reveal truth is the devil (white
race). Such is fulfilled today.
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Looking at Our World
By Brother John 9X

Brother John 9x

PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island--In the
name of Allah who came in the person
of Master Fard Muhammad. We can
never thank Allah God enough for
raising up from among us the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the
Last and Greatest Messenger of Allah.
   As-Salaam-Alaikum, Brothers
and Sisters. I hope you all are still
on Allah’s straight path.
   The bank is an important
institution. It is a source of
financing for Brothers and Sisters
trying to buy a home or maybe
start or expand a business.  Banks
try to present themselves as our
friend. What is the reality? They
are anything but. The bank is
really a source of greed. The bank
as it is set up, and can only be only
be thought of as the devil’s
playground.
   When your friend loans you
money, does he ask you to pay him
back 3 times the amount? Sister
and I bought our home 20 years
ago. We took out a mortgage for
$60,000. Over the course of the 30
year mortgage we are paying back
almost $200,000. It’s the interest
the banks charge! The interest will
kill you. All for the privilege of
saying we are home owners. This
is insane! The bank lines their
pockets with our money.  They
take advantage of our poverty and
try to choke us with it.
   Today’s’ Black banks are just as
bad. Because they are mirrors of
the devil’s (white man’s) bank.
Arrogant, selfish and greedy.
       We need to look at our world.
When we begin to see the
possibilities we can begin to get
excited. It should make us even
stronger supporters of our Nation.
   In Islam, usury is forbidden.
Usury is the lending of money with
an interest charge for its use. If you
went to Turkey for example and
you went into a bank to ask for a
loan you would find when you read
the terms of the loan that no
interest is charged. In other words
if you want a loan for $60,000 you
pay back $60,000. It is against
Islamic law for a bank to charge
interest!
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad
showed us what could be done by
us with just the nickels dimes and
pennies of our poor black people.
He should us what success as a
Nation looked like. Messenger
Elijah Muhammad showed us what
a Muslim bank looks like, and how
successful we could be without
depending on white people and
without taking advantage of one

another. Can you imagine an
interest-free mortgage? Can you
imagine an interest free credit card?
This would be a great benefit for
Brothers and Sisters. This would
allow us to obtain some high price
items without having to risk
everything when we try to pay it
back.
   Well, you say, how does a bank
that doesn’t charge interest stay
in business? It can still charge fees
for the services it provides. It can
still invest the money you give it.
It’s just not making money at your
expense. It’s just not taking it out
of your hide.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad
used the money in  to Build a
National Economy for Black
People. He purchased farmland
first. We grew our own food,
opened our own grocery stores,
clothing stores, restaurants,
international import and export, etc.
He made jobs for us. We were
working for self!
   The Nation of Islam didn’t
charge interest for loaning money,
but certainly gave interest on
savings accounts.  So the
customer earned money and the
bank earned money, but not a each
other’s expense.  That is justice!
That is Islam!
   What happened to our bank?
About two years after Messenger
Elijah Muhammad passed away.
Those who hated the great work
he had accomplished in the Name
of Allah, Who came in the Person
of Master Fard Muhammad,
namely The Messenger’s own
son, Wallace (now called Warith)
closed down, not only the bank,
but all of the successful
enterprises that The Messenger
and his followers had worked, for
over 44 years, to build.
   Now here we are, a taxi cab full
of Believers, doing all we can to
try and rebuild what hypocrites
have destroyed.

 I’ve said it before and I’ll say it
again, Brothers, Sisters, let’s stop
dancing with the devil once and
for all! You see what it’s like trying
to do business with  devil’s and
non-believing Brothers and
Sisters.  It can be a headache.
They can be arrogant and selfish
to a point where they feel that
anything is OK as long as they get
the advantage.
    Our people feel that they can do
just about anything, and then be
forgiven by “Jesus”. They mistreat
their brothers and sisters all day
then at the end of the day they
still  think they’re going to heaven
with a mystery God and everything
is “cool”. But everything is not
cool. When honesty goes out the
window.
   It’s almost better to deal with the
devil himself. Because even
though he hates your guts, for that
one moment where he’s doing that
transaction he’s going to ACT
nice, if only to get your money. So

we walk a fine line here. We need
to be patient and compassionate
with our Brothers and Sisters and
yet be strong enough not to be
taken advantage of. What keeps
me from giving up all together is
that Brothers and Sisters are
precious cargo. They have a
potential. What we need to do is
to welcome them to our world.
   We can see the spiritual side of
our World at Saviour’s day. It is a
world of cooperation and unity. It’s
a place where we do for self to
meet our needs and the devil can’t
find any room. The Brothers are
fast moving, fast thinking and the
Sisters are too. But our world is
not just spiritual and not just in
our imagination. It is something
real, tangible. Let’s look at some
institutions to see where we fit in.
   We need  business-minded FOI
and MGT to stand up and get
serious about Doing For Self!  The
best we can do is to try to support
some black farmers. The

Messenger said, That the white
man “nurses you - gives you bread
and water, clothes, shelter, money,
jobs, just to keep you with him...He
pulls the string if too much is coming
down and turns it off. He keeps you
in that position. He doesn’t try to help
us go for Self. He doesn’t want us
going for ourselves. He wants us a
subject people to himself. Regardless
to you being free, he still wants you
to remain with him. He will give you
today...better jobs - if  you will go
along with him and stay with him.
He knows that this is the Days of
Your deliverance. He knows that a
God has visited you. He knows that
God has raised up a Messenger as a
guide to you. They are very wise - a
long way from dumb. It is you that is
dumb. They don’t want you going
out building for Self. They want you
to ask them to build. That means you
are their slave. He doesn’t want you
going out farming even as much as
making your own food. That means
that you soon will be stuffing your
stomachs with bread and meat that
you raised; and he cannot profit from
that. Think it over.”

    In January, 1973, Allah, though his Messenger, the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, blessed the Black
man  and woman in America with a desperately needed Bank where we could deposit and safeguard
our hard earned money.
   For several years prior, The Messenger had provided a very successful National Savings Plan for his
followers and other progressive minded Black people.
    The tremendous success of this Program led the way from more expansive and comprehensive
Banking services to be offered by the Nation of Islam.
   The Muslim Bank was a full-service institution which fully conformed to all U.S. governmental
regulations required for financial institutions. Oscar S. Williams, a Black 35-year-old father of two, was
appointed president of the Nation of Islam's newly owned bank, which stood along side the other
Business Enterprises of the Nation of Islam as manifest proof of the Power of  Allah and His Messenger
to make "something out of nothing".
    Before the eyes of the entire world, Messenger Elijah Muhammad developed the Muslims of North
America into a Nation which gained international recognition and respect due to its success.
    Farms, homes and businesses sprung up throughout America and elsewhere as Proof of the Power
and wisdom of the God of the Blackman.

A BA BA BA BA BANK FOR ANK FOR ANK FOR ANK FOR ANK FOR THE BLATHE BLATHE BLATHE BLATHE BLACKMANCKMANCKMANCKMANCKMAN
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How Many Times Can A Man Save Your Life, Part 4
Continued from page 18

Continued on page  27

America!
   Now, in 2007, some of the
information given to The
Messenger Of Allah, The
Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, (peace be upon
him) to guide us through this
life, is just being revealed to
the masses!
    We were aware of the dan-
gers of smoking, narcotics
and liquor since 1930! We
were taught that ALL forms
of meat are NOT for us to
eat! “No meat is good for us!
By nature, the human body
was not made to digest
meats!...Meat causes a great
shortening of our lives! Meat
is against life! These and
other words of wisdom and
the abiding by them are what
made my swimming class of

older men so FIT and
AWARE!
    All this wisdom and
MORE can STILL be found
in books, left to us by The
Messenger Of Allah! Mes-
sage To The Blackman In
America!...How To Eat To
Live (Books 1&2)..The Fall
Of America!..Our Saviour
Has Arrived!
    Thanks be to Allah, the
hard and diligent work of
Brother Minister Levi Karim
and Sister Zakiyah Karim, has
made The Messenger’s Teach-
ings available, by reviving
our great newspaper,
Muhammad Speaks! All
Praise is due to Allah!
   The slave master’s children
and their toadies, turned away
mumbling! They never ac-
knowledged the exceptional

accuracy of The Messenger’s
forewarnings! The Caucasian
media was silent regarding
The Messenger! The attacks
against The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, (peace be upon
him) came primarily from the
imps! These are Negroes,
who willingly do the bidding
of the devil, for a position,
money, pat on the head or as
The Messenger would say,
“For a butter biscuit!” Just like
today!
   Who, living in Chicago, Il-
linois as a thinking adult in the
1960’s, will EVER forget the
ridicule heaped upon The
Messenger in early April of
1967! The Messenger Of Al-
lah publicly chastised the
Black Residents of the South
Side Chatham area in Chi-
cago, Illinois! Not only were
they bypassing The Nation Of

Islam’s businesses in that
neighborhood, but were AS-
SISTING the devil in the
TAKING of The Nation Of
Islam’s land in the heart of the
Chatham community!
   This land was bought by
the hard-earned, saved and
sacrificed money of The Fol-
lowers of The Honorable
Elijah Muhammad! (peace be
upon him) The money was
designated for a badly needed
hospital for Black People,
who were given short shrift
and poor treatment at the
FEW hospitals that tolerated
them! Just like today!
   The Negroes took petitions
around to EACH house,
EACH apartment building
and EACH business in the
Chatham community for sig-
natures, letting their slave-
master’s children know that
they did NOT want a hospi-
tal built by The Nation Of Is-
lam in their community! They
wanted the whites to know
that they DID NOT EVER
want to cooperate with The
Honorable Elijah
Muhammad! (peace be upon
him), they would RATHER
HAVE A PARK
INSTEAD!...One would
wish they were THAT effi-
cient in securing their OWN
freedom!
   The hospital would have
provided many jobs and
health benefits for people in
that community! HOW-
EVER! These mentally-dead
Negroes wanted a PARK!
   ANY gesture to show the
white bosses they HATED
The Messenger Of God!
    After the city government
condemned and took the land,
they allowed the Negroes to
name the park! They named
it Nat King Cole Park!
   To say The Messenger was
angry would be to understate
His condition! The Messen-
ger Of Allah was incensed by
the gross “Uncle Tom” be-
havior of those non-thinkers
in the Chatham community in
Chicago! He reminded us,
LOUD and CLEAR, that
when The Messenger Of Al-
lah is angry, Allah is angry!
   The statement He made fol-
lowing the open theft of our
land and the shameful actions
of the Black Chatham resi-

dents, made everyone sit up
and take notice! The Messen-
ger said that for their inordi-
nate evil, set towards the Na-
tion Of Islam and Him in par-
ticular, Allah would send a
tornado,,,,right in their
midst!..
   Well now...Many members
of The Nation Of Islam
groaned, because we knew
that the devil and his imps,
would make fun of The
Messenger’s pronouncement!
All of us would suffer more
ridicule and be questioned as
to when this tornado would
be coming to Chicago’s
South Side, the Chatham
community at that! We would
be laughed at!
   Why Oh Why, we asked
one to the other, would The
Messenger go out on a limb
like that? Did this fear of ridi-
cule show faith in our Mes-
senger or LACK of faith in
us?
   Tornados are extremely rare
in Chicago! Out of the media
silence, that was usual regard-
ing The Messenger, came the
‘great thinkers” the movers

man is the devil, or can be the
Devil.
   Now you know that’s not the
Messenger’s teaching!  He said
since we are Gods, we can beat the
Devil at anything he does, even
doing wrong. But it is not our na-
ture to do this.
  However it is the Devil’s nature
to do wrong.
    Remember he was made that
way, so teaches Messenger Elijah
Muhammad. He got it from the
mouth of God (In the Person of
Master Fard Muhammad).
  When the devil does wrong he is
being himself.  When you do
wrong you are being other than
yourself.
  What is yourself?  A righteous
Muslim!  Are there any Muslims
other than righteous? I beg your
pardon I’ve never heard of one.

Continued from page 20

Integration has
not taken place
in America
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Brother Haleem has been a
follower of  the Most Honorable
Elijah Muhammad for over 30
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the Messenger under
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By
Brother Malik Muhammad

Brother Malik Muhammad

WHAT ISLAM HAS DONE FOR ME

DETROIT, Michigan—In the name
of Allah, Who came to us in the
person of Master Fard Muhammad,
The true and the living God to
Whom all praises are due, we for-
ever thank Him for raising up the
Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad (peace be unto him)
from a people that had never had a
warner come to them before.
Brothers and sisters whenever I
reflect on what Islam has done for
me, one thought that comes to my
mind is that Islam as taught by the
honorable Elijah Muhammad has
taught me to pray. The only expe-
rience with prayer previously was
saying my bedtime prayers that
were taught to me by my mother
as a child. Those bedtime prayers I
had ignored as I grew older and in
my adulthood had completely
stop saying. The messenger of
God, made it plain in his teach-
ings that it was a duty - that all
believers must go to the God in
prayer at least five time daily.
  When I first came into the Na-
tion of Islam in the late 1980s I
used to hear Minister John
Muhammad (the Messenger’s
brother) teach how he never missed
saying at least three prayers a day.
That gave the new believers, like
myself, the impression that it was
alright to just say three.
  But when I started attending
Temple meetings in the early
1990s with Minister Levi Karim,
he constantly stressed the impor-
tance of ablution (washing for

prayer) and saying at least five
prayers a day.  I can’t remember
not one meeting when he didn’t
remind us of how important it is to
keep up those five prayers every
day.
  Little by little, as I began carry-
ing this teaching into practice, it
became more and more obvious
that prayers were a very important
part of our everyday life.
  As believers prayer is binding on
all. Prayer gives one a link to the
God of light and goodness, and
this helps to keep one away from
evil and indecency.
  I find it very hard to go to the
God of goodness while carrying
evil in my mind and heart at the
same time.
   Islam has taught me that their are
many reasons why we must pray
to Allah, in the first place the mes-
senger teaches us that strength and
confidence are gained through
prayer.
   In our prayers we give thanks to
Allah, Master Fard Muhammad
(God in Person) for His many bless-
ings.  Things that we  ordinarily
take for granted. Things like our
life, health, and strength this beau-
tiful universe that we live in, the
bright and warm sun that Allah has
furnished us with, the air we
breathe, the vegetation and other
foods that we are blessed with that
are good to eat because of Allah.
  I have learned that I must con-
tinually pray to the God in order
to avoid the  many snares and traps
that are laid in my path and in the
path of all believers. I learned that
prayer is a powerful tool for good,
and if you go to the God in sincer-
ity that you will get an answer from
the Lord of the worlds.
   Islam has taught me that we are
imperfect and must pray to the
perfect one to keep us on the
straight and narrow path. Also, if
our prayers are sincere and of a
righteous nature we will have the
guidance of the Almighty Righ-
teous One.
  “O you who believe, remember
Allah with much remembrance,
And glorify Him morning and
evening. He it is Who sends bless-
ings on you, and (so do) His an-
gels, that He may bring you forth
out of darkness into light. And He
is ever Merciful to the believers.”
(Holy Quran 33,41-43).

  In this society that we were kid-
napped and brought into, we are
always in need of help through
prayer. We are really a weak and
helpless people caught in the web
of a mighty enemy, named (devil)
white people, that pretend to love
us but really are an open enemy
that hate us.
  He (The devil - whiteman) has
taught us to love them (white
people) and to hate ourselves.
  This is a monstrous sickness, but

Islam taught me the Importance of Prayer
it too can be solved through prayer
to the Lord of the worlds, Master
Fard Muhammad (God). He is well
aware of this sickness and wants
to heal us of this condition.
  The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad told us to pray to the
God he instructed us to pray to and
we would get an answer. The Mes-
senger said try it if you like.
 I have went to Master Fard
Muhammad many times in sincere

prayer. I did not get all the things I
wanted, but I always got the things
that I needed and they were always
gotten to me in time. Never was
He late.
  The Messenger, Elijah
Muhammad (peace be upon him)
taught us (his followers) in his
book Message To The Black Man,
in The Prayer Service section, that
prayer is one of the keys to suc-
cess and a very important key.
(prayer is better than sleep).

DETROIT, Mich--The only class
available to train Black men  on
how to be good husbands is  in the
Nation Of Islam, and was set up by
God Himself, In the Person of
Master Fard Muhammad.
   Unfortunately, I can’t give you a
complete lesson on Fidelity, but I
would like to share a few things
that I have learned over the past
few years, through the teachings
of the Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad Messenger Of Allah,
and through my own personal ex-
perience.
   But first I would like to give
thanks to almighty God  Allah
Who came to us in the person of
Master Fard Muhammad for per-
sonally handpicking, teaching
and molding the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad to teach, train, and
deliver us from our open enemy
the White man (The Devil).
  In my personal opinion he
couldn’t have picked a better mes-
senger to teach us because he
came from the same hell that we
came from, and was the perfect
example of what a man should be.
  The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad teaches us that the
black man is the original man, and
the black woman is the queen
mother of civilization.  All human
life came from her. She is the first
woman, the strongest  woman, the
best woman, and All Mighty God
Allah  made her for Himself (The
Blackman).
   Yet, truthfully, no other race of
men disrespects her and gives her
more hell than we do.

Obeying the Restrictive Law of Islam will
help us to avoid infidelity

By
Brother Alif Muhsin

   We have the horrible habit of
misusing her trust and taking her
loyalty to us for granted. Causing
her to be insecure, have a low self
esteem, and ultimately making her
bitter and disrespectful, thus mak-
ing a hell for ourselves.

   Your wife should be aware of
where you are and who you’re with
at all times. Why not?! What is
there to hide?
   Too many families have become
broken homes, due to immature,
neglectful black men.
   We are taught in our class how
important it is to spend quality
time with our family. We must take
time and realize what a blessing
we have at home waiting for us.
Take care of her. Tell her you love
her. Spend time with her.
   The women in the Nation of Is-
lam, also have a class that teaches
them how to be a good wife and
mother. And they are taught how
important it is to keep themselves
looking physically attractive.
   All this is designed to put us in
heaven. As Messenger Elijah
Muhammad taught: "When two
people are together and are at
peace, they are in heaven. What is
above the peace of husband and
wife?" But he also taught: “There
is no greater hell than an icy spirit
between husband and wife: Thank
you for letting me share these few
words with you. May Allah bless
you and your families.
 As-Salaam-Alaikum

Brother Alif Muhsin

    We are the god of  our house,
and our woman is what we make
her. If  we are true to her, and make
life comfortable for her, she will
do the same for us. It is her nature
to please us. So who do we think
we are to misuse her. We should
thank Allah for her.
  The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad teaches that the Re-
strictive law is our success.  Mean-
ing if we obey the laws he has
given  us, we will be successful.
  The Restrictive law states:
  Married men should not be tak-
ing up time with other women.
  We are not to stare at other sis-
ters nor watch movements of their
body, No matter how tight her
clothes, or how little she has on.
   We should not be alone with a
sister who is not our wife.
  The Married brother should be
in the house by 12:00 a.m., unless
he is working.
   I’ve Learned, by being married
for seven years that maintaining
f idelity really comes down to
obeying these restrictive laws.

   ‘Your wife should
be aware of where
you are and who
you’re with at all
times. ...What is
there to hide?’

-Alif Muhsin
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BLACK WOMAN

and my homeland,,,,
Did I suffer any less because

I was born with two Xs?
I guess...

Maybe physically
generally

but individually
I know I suffered as much as any main

And the wheps may have healed
But the scars remain -

Finally FREEDOM comes with Knowledge of Self
THE ORIGINAL WOMAN

LOST FROM HER OWN
AMONG STRANGERS
IN A STRANGE LAND

FOR FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY-ONE (451)
YEARS

And so I wait
and pray

and keep house
And I wait

and pray
and take care of my husband and children

And so I wait
and pray

and sew and cook
And still I wait

and pray
and enjoy Heaven on Earth

By following the Teachings of the Messenger
And staying on the right path

Not the path of Allah’s wrath....
What am I waiting for???

THE COMPLETE AND TOTAL
DESTRUCTION OF MY ENEMIES!!!

I wonder what it was like
to be kidnapped....
Did I fight or
Try to take flight or
Did I go nonviolently and
have the Serenity
To Accept what I could not
change???What about the
times I rebelled....

Did I have to suffer the
crack of the whip???
Did it matter if I was
pregnant
or suffering from PMS -
Emotions
As Crazy as the white
man who
raped me

By Sister Latifah Allah
of Los Angels, California

Poetry Corner

Share Your Positive Black
Poetry With Our Readers

Muhammad Speaks Newspaper
PO Box 44261

Detroit, MI 48244

SEND TO:

 The Day of Ignorance is over!
By Sister Pia’Angela Shabazz

Sister Pia’ Angela Shabazz

 ‘As youth, most of us also don’t

know exactly what made this mighty
nation of strong, intelligent,
courageous black men and women
fall. How did we get to where we are
now? Who is to blame? Some of us
would be shocked to find out that
those most responsible are the same

people that we currently support. ’

      In the name of Allah, who came
in the person of Master Fard
Muhammad, to whom praise is due
forever, for raising up the honor-
able Elijah Muhammad as a guide
for us.
    One of the best ways to destroy
a future of a people is to deny them
access to their history. This is the
way in which our ancestors were
made slaves. This is how we are
kept in mental bondage 400 years
later.
   Master Fard Muhammad gave us
a thorough knowledge of our-
selves and others because He knew
that this was the key to cause our
awakening and make us strive to
be upright, desiring to do some-
thing for self. Have we taken the
time to truly know our history?
      Ever since 1975 there has been
a conspiracy to distort, erase and
deny the glorious history of the
Nation of Islam (NOI).
   Those of us who were not around
in those early years have no idea
of the enormous success of the
NOI. We  have no clue about the
magnificent beauty of what we
were able to produce through our
labor.
   We don’t realize the significance
of what the NOI stood for to the
masses of black people. It is diffi-
cult for us to fathom all the busi-
nesses, services and the life-styles
enjoyed prior to 1975. There
seemed to be no end to the power
of the Muslims.
      Many leaders benefit from our
ignorance of how things should
be. They can take our money and
give us nothing, and we accept it.
    They can turn us away from Mas-
ter Fard Muhammad, and we ac-
cept it. They can begin to imple-
ment filthy practices and home
life, and we accept it because we

don’t know better.
   We can’t imagine the great love
that the Hon. Elijah Muhammad
had for us because we have
NEVER witnessed anything like
it.
   Did  you know that our children
were wise enough to put together
their own closed circuit television
hook up?
   Did you know that top fashion

eryone has access to our history.
We have created a website called
www.noiwc.org. On it you can
download actual historical docu-
ments including magazines,
Muhammad Speaks, Bilalian
News and other periodicals. You
can see exactly what happened, as
it happened, with little or no inter-
pretation. As mothers of the future
generations we want these facts to

designers in New York tried their
best to get our MGT designers into
the mainstream because of their in-
novative talent?
   When you gave the Messenger a
dollar you got business, agricul-
ture and employment in return.
  He didn’t use us, he developed
us. He showed us how great we can
be when we know ourselves.
 As youth, most of us also don’t
know exactly what made this
mighty nation of strong, intelli-
gent, courageous black men and
women fall.
   How did we get to where we are
now? Who is to blame? Some of
us would be shocked to find out
that those most responsible are the
same people that we currently sup-
port. Many of us suffer due to a
simple lack of knowledge.
   Do you know when the first
white woman was allowed into the
ranks? Do you know when we first
started to observe the Orthodox
Ramadan? Do you know that
Wallace Muhammad united with
Jim Jones? Do you know when we
were first urged to vote? Do you
have any idea how long it took for
our schools and the Salaam to be
closed?
      The day of ignorance is over.
The women of the Nation of Islam
are uniting  to make sure that ev-

be easily accessible for everyone.
We must know our past so we can
understand that it is repeating it-
self, and correct the mistakes.
      Knowledge is power. We invite
you to drink from this well of in-
formation.

The Wrath of Allah
   Honey bees are dying out at a
horrendously fast rate in the US.
While it’s been called Fall Dwindle
Disease by some,  and Colony
Collapse Disorder (CCD), the wiset
call it the Wrath of Allah.
   Honey bees  are the most eco-
nomically valuable pollinators of
agricultural crops worldwide.
   In  the United States, bee polli-
nation of agricultural crops is said
to account for about one-third of
the US diet, and contribute to the
production of a wide range of
fruits, vegetables, tree nuts, forage
crops, some field crops, and other
specialty crops.
  The monetary value of honey
bees as commercial pollinators in
the United States is estimated at
about $15 billion annually.
  Messenger Elijah Muhammad
warned us in his book The Fall of
America that: “This is the number
- one fall, and it is very clear that
the loss of the power of the Ameri-
can dollar means the loss of the
financial power of America.”
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18300 W. McNichols Road
Detroit, MI 48219
(313) 535-9366

Willie B. Gibson M.D., P.C.

____________________________________
For_____________________Date________________
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Prescription

For
Good Health!
--------------------------------------------------------M.D.
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Muhammad Speaks DistributorsMuhammad Speaks DistributorsMuhammad Speaks DistributorsMuhammad Speaks DistributorsMuhammad Speaks Distributors

To Add Your Name to
Our List of Distributors

Call

313-371-7033

CHASE CITY, Virginia
Elijah Shabazz

230 Columbia Street

434-372-8223

NEWPORT NEWS,  Virginia
Yusuf Shabazz

DETROIT, Michigan
Fish King Restaurant

20351 Conant

313-893-3455

DETROIT, Michigan
Black Star

Community Book Store
19410 Livernois at Outer Dr.

313-863-BOOK

DETROIT, Michigan
Shrine of the Black Madonna

Book Store
&

Cultural Center
13535 Livernois Ave.
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Washington D.C.
Brother Kemani Wadud

757-877-9537
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Moton Community House
2101 Jefferson Ave.

Newport News, VA 23605

2. six ____ means six
thousand years

3. Place we go to learn the
Teachings of Islam.

7. pork worm
9. Musa

10. bear and white man's
dwelling

12. John Hawkins optional
last name

13. worthy of praise, praise
worthy

17. name of ship used to
carry the first slaves

19. Teachings of Messenger
Elijah Muhammad

20. obligatory prayers
21. chapter
22. bad state of condition
25. Religion that the white

man organized
27. Divine Messenger
29. Prayer ending
31. A name of self

independence one who
doesn't rely on others

34. Hypocrite
36. Master Fard Muhammad

is God in
____________________
.

37. snake symbolic of white
people

38. bad behaviour formed
by practice

39. star
40. the best part of the tree
45. Creator
47. Adversary of god
49. Island where the devil

was manufactured
50. Holy city
52. animal that represents

the character of the
Messenger

53. Muslim Girls Training
54. follow instructions
55. Languages of Isa

(Jesus) Arabic and
_____

1. money, good homes,
friendship in all walks of
life, peace of mind, and
contentment

2. white woman's biblical
nickname

4. punishment
5. Day celebrated by the

Nation of Islam in
February

6. White Muslim
8. _____ facts

11. Sodom and ______
14. Holy month of Ramadan
15. sign of death
16. any live ___________

germ is devil.
18. khanzier
23. Blackman, God of the__
24. one who is living a beast

life
25. Black Woman, mother

of___
26. made in the image and

likeness of the original
man

28. Another name for Pelan
30. Messenger Muhammad
32. one who submits his or

her will to do the Will of
Allah

33. Crusher
35. Men who belong to the

Nation of Islam in North
America

40. consequence for
disbelievers in Noah

41. the best bean to eat
42. not diluted, mixed, or

tampered in any form
43. Maker of the devil
44. Place we go to worship

together
46. Islam
48. the Bibles sheep

symbolic of the Black
man and woman in
America

49. Dragron
51. sneaky one, mixed with

cat and dog to make
Hog

Across Down

1 2

3

4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11

12 13 14

15

16 17 18

19 20

21 22

23 24

25 26 27

28

29 30 31 32

33

34 35 36

37

38 39 40

41

42 43 44

45 46 47 48

49 50

51

52 53

54 55

SSSSSolololololvvvvve Te Te Te Te Thhhhhisisisisis
PPPPPuzuzuzuzuzzlzlzlzlzleeeee

 a a a a and Wnd Wnd Wnd Wnd Wiiiiinnnnn
$10.00$10.00$10.00$10.00$10.00

Nation of Islam
Crossword Puzzle

By Samirah Muhsin

Be the first to send this correctly completed puzzle, along with a photo and
Muhammad Speaks will send you $10.00 and your name and photo will appear

in the next edition of Muhammad Speaks as The Winner!

Muhammad Speaks
PO Box 44261

Detroit, MI 48244

Send To:
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“The Art & Science of
 DOING FOR SELF”:

The Little Known Secret To True Success is Concentration!
“Many thanks for this course; it has helped me in my development in
business and in my life…” Isaac Mukuri. Nairobi, Kenya, E. Africa

1.     “Concentration, The Silent Force That Produces Results In All Business!”
2.     “How You Can Become a Genius using The Inner Energy  that Controls all Conscious Acts…Learn
         the Rules that Will Make You A “Man” Among Men!”
3.      The Concentrated Mental Demand! How to Desire something & Exclude all Distracting Thoughts
         to bring it To Pass!
4.      “How To Develop High Mental Poise. What you “Must” do to become Successful Today!”
5.      “How To Overcome Destructive Forces, and Realize your Fondest Ambitions!”
6.       How to Gain What you want Through Concentration… The Secret of Getting What You Concentrate On.
          *  Learn the success secrets of self-mastery, self-direction  using the power of concentration!”
          *  How To Use Concentration To Overcome Bad Habits…
          *  How everyone can Be Made Happier & Successful!
          *  Amazing Business Results Gained Through the Secrets    of Concentration…
          *  A Successful Business is not the Result of Chance,  Learn to develop the intense desire that is necessary to
              make a Business a Success.”
           *  How to use Concentration to find the way… Learn How   Every Man Can Be A Great Success if He’s
               willing to Put  Forth the Necessary effort;
And much, much More! With added chapters.

Order this Amazing  ‘Concentration for Wealth & Success Kit’ includes (20 power packed sections) in the
Next 10 days I will give it to you for the low price of (Original price = $97) YOU PAY ONLY $37 ( 65% off)

Send this Coupon with $37 + $5 (S/H) = $42 Check or Money Order To:

M.M. Enterprises
951 Hoe Avenue, Suite 2p,

 Bronx, NY 10459
*Receive  package &  receipt in 4 days*
Or visit www.concentrateonsuccess.com

(Huge Manual + CD-ROM)

Order in 10 days & well include these (4) Valuable Free
Reports Total Value at over $99)

1) How to Command, Influence, and Win people over! (Value $19.95) FREE
2) How To Get An Extra Hour Out of My Day (Value $19.95) FREE
3) How To Accomplish Anything You Want In Life (Value 19.95) FREE
4) How To Start And Grow Your Very Own Profitable Home Based Business (Value $39.95) FREE
(Please Print very Clearly):

Name______________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________

City _______________________________ State _______ Zip________________

30-Day Satisfaction or Money Back Guarantee!

DETROIT, Mich.-- My life was kind
of wild before I became Muslim.
I was drinking and  partying. I  liked
going to karaoke clubs.  I felt popu-
lar when I was there. I  liked the
thought of being famous. I thought
I was doing something. I wanted to
draw attention to myself  and be in
the “in crowd”.
  I was hanging around people who
had no morals, no self control.
   I would do anything to fit in and
be accepted as a friend.
   I was trying to buy friendship. Try-
ing to fit in. I spent a lot of money
and self-respect on them.
   At first, it seemed to work, but later
I realized that it wasn’t real friend-
ship. I barely survived the game.  I
constantly got kicked, beat down,
and knocked down.
  When I came into the Nation of
Islam, I found true friendship (Sis-
terhood and Brotherhood). I learned
quickly what it took to be “in the
in crowd” in the Nation of Islam.
   In Orientation Class, I learned the
Laws of Islam. I learned what was
expected of me and what I should
expect from the Nation of Islam. I
was given six months, like every-
one else, to clean up my life and get
rid of the bad habits I had picked
up out in the street.
   Once I understood the Law, I was
ACCEPTED among the sisterhood
of the MGT & GCC (Muslim Girls
Training and General Civilization
Class) where I am learning how to
be a good woman, how to have pa-
tience with my baby, how to talk to
her, and how to teach her.
  But the most important thing I
learned was to Fear Allah, Who came
in the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad.  He is the one that we
need to please and stay “IN” with.
In other words I learned to have a
conscience. Before, when I did
wrong,  I didn’t care. It was “Any-
thing goes”  I was just out there like
a wild savage.
   It was real easy to be in the “IN
CROWD” in Islam. As long as I  stay
strong  (trying to live right) I can
hold my head up. The sisterhood
will not let me hang my head  down.
They are always encouraging me
to stay strong and live right. And
they are good examples of trying
to live right, themselves.
  In the Nation of Islam (the real one
- with the real believers) money, and

The In Crowd
WHAT ISLAM HAS DONE FOR ME

By
Sister Yvonne Hakim

material things don’t determine
who’s in the IN CROWD and who
is not.
   In the Nation I feel a bond of sis-
terhood, Support and help. It was
nothing I had to buy to be in. I fit
in just by trying to live my life right.
   Since becoming a registered Mus-
lim in the Nation of Islam, I have
had the experience of being in the
IN CROWD and NOT BEING IN
THE IN CROWD.
   One time I Broke the Law and
found myself  OUT OF the IN
CROWD for 30 days. It was terrible!
During those 30 days out of the
Temple with no association with
the Believers, I grieved. It was hell!
That is why time out of the Temple
is called “The Fire”.
  The fire of shame, guilt  and grief
are worse than the physical fire.
The physical fire, sooner or later,
burns itself out. But worry, sorrow,
and grief  CAN burn forever.

Sister Yvonne Hakim
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Continued from page 22

How Many Times Can A Man Save Your Life, Part 4
and the shakers, all wanting
to embarrass our Messenger!
“Elijah Muhammad is
crazy!” “Lake Michigan
keeps tornados AWAY from
Chicago!” “He’s lost his
mind!” These and other un-
complimentary comments
were everywhere!
   The weather experts gave
scientif ic reasons why Chi-
cago had NO FEAR from
ANY tornados! The com-
ments proved that although
the media said as little as pos-
sible about The Messenger Of
Allah in general, they con-
stantly kept their eyes and
ears open to EVERYTHING
He had to say or do! They just
didn’t SHARE it with the
public! Their thinking then
AND now is that NO public-
ity is better than bad OR good
publicity!
   The Messenger in His usual
calm and confident way, went
the devil ONE further. He not
only “PREDICTED” the tor-
nado. He said WHEN it
would come! The Negroes
acted complete fools! One so-
called ‘community leader’
made comments so ugly, that
our Messenger, knowing our
anger, instructed us to ignore
all comments and not be
goaded into any scuffles.
   Some of us were well ac-
quainted with the ‘community
leader’! He had been making
these type slurs for years!
Similar comments came from
many individuals and organi-
zations! “Should we run and
hide?” replied some, breaking
out with crude laughter” .
“Call us when the great tor-
nado is coming!”
   What fun they were having
at our expense!
   Almost all agreed that The
Messenger had made a fool-
ish statement ... All with the
notable exception of Allah ,
His Messenger and His true
followers!
   Many of us wished The
Messenger had not been so
specif ic! One of the elders
stated, “He IS The Messen-
ger Of Allah! He IS specific!
He could not MAKE such a
statement if He was not who
He SAYS He is! Allah will
ALWAYS BACK His Mes-
senger! Did not the foolish of
Noah and Lot’s time behave
in like manner?” We all

agreed with the Brother!
   Minister Shah spoke.
“Look at the attention The
Messenger’s prophecy is get-
ting! They don’t EVER give
Him publicity! Now, they can
hardly wait to jump on Him
if the tornado doesn’t show!”
   On a Tuesday in the month
of April 1967, The Messen-
ger stated that “In a few days,
a tornado will come dancing
down the middle of Chatham!
Allah has told me of this!”...
   We all kept in mind that
tornado’s in Chicago are as
rare as hen’s teeth and
NEVER a predicted one!
Neither weather scholars nor
preachers EVER called the
shot on a tornado in
Chicago!...The Faithful knew
better...and they were few in
this instance!
   Friday, April 21,1967 a few
(three) days after The
Messenger’s last warning, a
GROUP of tornados HIT
Chicago Suburban areas,
damaging property and kill-
ing over 50 people! Television
weathermen seemed in awe
and puzzled by what occurred
while the tornados were ac-
tive in the suburban commu-
nities!
    ONE of the tornados took
a turn East, leaving the union
of deadly winds and sped
INTO Chicago proper and
headed directly... not
NEARLY... but DIRECTLY
into the HEART of the
Chatham community on
Chicago’s South side..!
    As many would relate af-
ter the damage was done,
echoing the Messenger, say-
ing that the tornado “just
danced right down Cottage
Grove Avenue in the
MIDDLE of Chatham!”...
There was a LOT of dam-
age!... There was
fear!.....There was much
speculation....There was only
ONE death in the city of Chi-
cago proper! That
death...The Only
Death....was visited upon the
so called ‘community
leader’....!
   Predicting weather is diffi-
cult as we are all aware!...He,
The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, The Messenger
Of Allah, (peace be upon
him) NAMES the ELE-
MENT of destruction!...The
Messenger did not say He

would shoot up the South
side! He did not say He would
provide weapons and arm
people to damage the South
Side! He did not say that the
Chatham area in Chicago
would catch fire or that a hail
storm would come! NO! HE
NAMED the weapon Of
Allah!...HE GAVE THE
TIME!...HE STATED THE
WHERE! AND HE TOLD
THE REASON!...
   Negroes SHOUT, SWEAT
AND KNOCK OVER
BENCHES hearing about

miracles that happened thou-
sands of years ago, THAT
THEY HAVE NEVER
WITNESSED!
    Right in  FRONT of their
eyes, God wrought MANY
miracles through His Messen-
ger, The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad! (peace be upon
him) What MORE proof
could fools ask for?
    The ridiculing of The  Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad,
(peace be upon him)
ENDED in Chicago. There

are many that still disagreed
with His Teachings, Just like
today, but His “prophecy”,
turned completely true,
caused many a skeptic to be-
gan to THINK!!
   One need not to have been
a seer, to predict what hap-
pened after that ! The enroll-
ment into The Nation Of Is-
lam increased! The respect for
The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad (peace be upon
him) INCREASED!

Muhammad University of Islam
Presents our First Annual

Summer Sewing Program
All Girls  Age 8 and older

Learn To Sew a Pair of Pants
June 18, 2007 - August 24, 2007

Every Monday, Wednesday & Friday

Call To Enroll Now!

10:00 am -12 Noon
Inner City Sub Center

8411 East Forest
Second Floor

WE NEED SEWING MACHINES!
TO DONATE A SEWING MACHINE

PLEASE CALL
313-371-7033

We’ll come and get it!

313-922-0801
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The Muslim Program
The Messenger of Allah Presents

This is the question asked most frequently by both
the whited and the blacks. The answers to this ques-
tion I shall state as simply as possible.
 1. We want freedom. We want a full and complete
freedom.
 2.  We want justice. Equal justice under the law. 
We want justice applied equally to all, regardless
of creed, or class, or color.
 3. We want equality of opportunity. We want equal
membership in society with the best in civilized
society.
  4.  We want our people in America whose par-
ents or grandparents were descendants from
slaves, to be allowed to establish a separate state
or territory of their own...either on this conti-
nent or elsewhere.  We believe that our former
slave masters are obliged to provide such land and
that the area must be fertile and minerally rich. 
We believe that our former slave masters are
obligated to maintain and supply our needs in
this separate territory for the next 20 to 25
years...until we are able to produce our own
needs.
   Since we cannot get along with them in peace
and equality, after giving them 400 years of our
sweat and blood, and receiving in return some of
the worst treatment human beings have ever expe-
rienced, we believe our contributions to this land
and the suffering forced upon us by white America,
justifies our demand for complete separation in a
state or territory of our own.
 5.  We want freedom for all Believers of Islam
now held in federal prisons.  We want freedom
for all black men and women now under death
sentence in innumerable prisons in the North,
as well as the South.
   We want every black man and woman to have
the freedom to accept or reject being separated from
the slave master's children and establish a land of
their  own.
   We know that the above plan for the solution of
the black and white conflict is the best and only
answer to the problem between two people.
 6.  We want an immediate end to the police bru-
tality and mob attacks against the so-called Ne-
gro throughout the United States. 
  We believe that the Federal government should
intercede to see that black men and women tried in
white courts receive justice in accordance with the
laws of the land - or allow us to build a new nation
for ourselves, dedicated to justice, freedom and lib-
erty.
 7.  As long as we are not allowed  to establish a
state or territory of our own, we demand not only

What the Muslims Want
equal justice under the laws of the United States,
but equal employment opportunities - NOW.
   We do not believe that after 400 years of free or
nearly free labor, sweat and blood, which has helped
America become rich and powerful, that so many
thousands of black people should have to subsist
on relief, charity, or live in poor homes.
 8.  We want the government of the United States
to exempt our people from All Taxation as long as
we are deprived of equal justice under the laws of
the land.
 9.  We want equal education -but separate schools
up to 16 for boys and 18 for girls on the condition
that the girls be sent to women's colleges and uni-
versities.  We want all black children, educated,
taught and trained by their own teachers.
 Under such schooling systems we believe we will
make a better nation of people. The United States
government should provide, free, all necessary text
books and equipment, schools, and college build-
ings.  The Muslim teachers shall be left free to
teach and train their people in the way of righ-
teousness,  decency and self respect.
 10.  We believe that intermarriage or race mixing 
should be prohibited.  We want the religion of  Is-
lam taught without hindrance or suppression.
 These are some of the things that we, the Mus-
lims, want for our people in North America.

 1.  WE BELIEVE in the One God Whose proper Name is
Allah.
 2.  WE BELIEVE in the Holy Qur'an and in the Scriptures
of all the Prophets of God.
 3.  WE BELIEVE in the truth of the Bible, but we believe
that it has been tampered with and must be reinterpreted
so that mankind will not be snared by the falsehoods that
have been added to it.
 4.  WE BELIEVE in Allah's Prophets and the Scriptures
they brought to the people.
 5.  WE BELIEVE in the resurrection of the dead -- but
not in the physical resurrection -- but in mental resurrec-
tion.  We believe that the so-called Negro's are most in
need of mental resurrection therefore they will be resur-
rected first.
      Furthermore, we believe we are the people of God's
choice, as it has been written. That God would choose the
rejected and the despised. We can find no other persons
fitting this description in these last days more than the so-
called Negro's in America.  We believe in the resurrection
of the righteous.
 6.  WE BELIEVE in the judgement; We believe this first
judgement will take place in America.
 7.  WE BELIEVE this is the time in history for the separa-
tion of the so-called Negro's and so-called white Ameri-
cans.  We believe the black men should be freed in name as
well as in fact.  By this we mean that he should be freed

What the Muslims Believe

from the names imposed upon him by his former slave
masters.  Names which identified him as being the slave
master's slave.  We believe that if we are free indeed,
we should go in our own people's names - the black
people of the earth.
 8.  WE BELIEVE in justice for all, whether in God or
not; We believe as others, that we are due equal justice
as human beings.  We believe in equality -- as a nation -
- of equals.  We do not believe that we are equal with
our slave master in the status of "freed slaves".
  We recognize and respect American citizens as inde-
pendent people and we respect their laws which govern
this nation.
  9.  WE BELIEVE that the offer of Integration is hypo-
critical and is made by those who are trying to deceive
the black people into believing that their 400 year-old
open enemies of freedom, justice and equality are, all of
a sudden, their "friends".  Furthermore, we believe that
such deception is intended to prevent black people from
realizing that the time in history has arrived for the sepa-
ration from the whites of this nation.
  If the white people are truthful about their professed
friendship toward the so-called Negro, they can prove it
by dividing up America with their slaves.
   We do not believe that America will ever be able to
furnish jobs for her own millions of unemployed, in ad-
dition to jobs for the 20,000,000 black people as well.
 10. WE BELIEVE that we who declared ourselves to
be righteous Muslims, should not participate in wars
which take the lives of humans.  We do not believe this
nation should force us to take part in such wars, for we
have nothing to gain from it unless America agrees to
give us the necessary territory wherein we may have
something to f ight for.
 11. WE BELIEVE our women should be respected and
protected as the women of their nationalities are re-
spected and protected.
12.  WE BELIEVE that Allah (God) appeared in the
Person of Master Fard Muhammad, July, 1930; the long-
awaited "Messiah" of the Christians and the "Mahdi" of
the Muslims.
 We believe further and lastly that Allah is God and besides HIM
there is no God and He will bring about a universal government of
peace wherein we all can live in peace together.

The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad
THE LAST MESSENGER OF ALLAH


